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Edsel Ford
UNCLE G.

My OLD UNCLE MAx PuRDy went down to the springhouse one blistering July day to see how my young uncle Aub Brewster was getting
along cutting the weeds, and he found Uncle Aub dead as a doorknocker. Uncle Max turned him over with the toe of his shoe to see
if he was really dead, and he really was, and Uncle Max said, "Well,
you young son of a bitch, you could of at least finished the scything
first." To which Uncle Aub didn't say a word, though he would have
under other circumstances. He just lay there and kind of squinted
into the sun.
Uncle Aub was, that is, had been, the brother of my Aunt Katie,
who was, or had been, a Brewster until she married myoId Uncle
Max Purdy, though that didn't bring Uncle Max into the family for
the first time because he had been there longer than any of them,
being as how he was on my other side. I was double cousins with
half of Alabama and maybe even with myself.
"Well," said the undertaker with a good deal, of pride, "your
brother obviously succumbed to acute coronary thrombosis."
"He is not my brother," Uncle Max said stoutly. The undertaker
was not acquainted with our family peculiarities because, as far as I
know, none of us had ever died before.
"He is my 'brother," said Aunt Katie, "and I think it was heart
failure. He shouldn't have been out in the sun like that in the first
place." A,nd glared at Uncle Max.
"Yes," said the undertaker, which was to say "No," it seemed to
me. Anyway, we gave a funeral and everybody came and ate the grub
and seemed to have a pretty good time. Folks that I hardly remembered at all came up from Birmingham and down from Louisville,
and my Uncle Gascogne came all the way from Chapel Hill, North
Carolina, where he was a bachelor. Which seemed right, since he
was my dead uncle's brother (as well as Aunt Katie's), and he was
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the one who introduced Uncle Aub to the girl he married (Uncle
Aub) ,'- who divorced him before you could say scat. Then Uncle Aub
was (or had been) a kind of bachelor, too, but not in Chapel Hill.
And not the least bit happy about it, like Uncle Gascogne. Uncle G.
said there's some that do and some that don't, and he expected that
to cover just about every situation. Which it didn't, but nobody
dared let on.
"There's some that do what?" I said to him that night. Everybody
was dozing around after a big meal and we were sitting on the front
porch. About forty lightning bugs were pooting in and out of the
honeysuckle and Uncle Gascogne was smoking his pipe.
When he finally answered, what he said was "Hhnt?" or something like that.
I said, ''There's some that do what, and some that don't?"
Uncle G. said,_"I don't know what you're talking about, boy,"
Then I said, 'Well, I don't either," and he laughed and put his
big hand on my head and messed up my hair.
He said, "How would you like to go back to Chapel Hill with
me?" and I said- I wouldn't care fo~ it (thanks, though, I said), because I didn't want anybody to feel sorry for me, and I had moved
so many times in my life I was about sick of it. ''You look like your
Uncle Aub," Uncle G. said, kind of soft. "Dress you up and you'd
be a big hit back in Chapel Hill."It was dark but I sat on my feet because I didn't have any shoes
on. Uncle Gascogne's shoes were so black and shiny I could see them
even in the dark. He really knew how to dress. I said,. "I have a new
white shirt. Aunt Katie bought it for me, for this." .
''You going to wear dungarees?" he said.
I said, "Sure. Everybody wears dungarees."
"At funerals?" he said, and I said sure, everybody wore dungarees
at Mr. Monroe's funeral. "Well," he said, "I wasn't at Mr. Monroe's
funeral." To which I said why should he, when he di~'t even know
Mr. Monroe. Some folks go to people's funerals iliat they don't
know, but we don't.
Uncle G. got up and said, "Come 'ere," I got tip off of my feet
and went over to him, and hef'looked down at,me and grunted and
went in the house. I went qt, too. We said hefghdy again to all the
folks that were still awake, which was mainly k\unt Katie, who was
sitting straight as a poker at the head of Unclt!: Aub's casket. Uncle
G. took me in his room (Uncle Aub's room, -really) and opened up
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a suitcase and took out some things. One thing was a pair of trousers
as pretty as any I ever saw him wear, but they w~e not his, I could
see that right away. .
.
"Jeez/' I said, or something like that.
Uncle G. smiled, kind of. "You like them?" he said.
Whatever it was I said before, I said it again.
"I brought them for you," he said. "You can wear them tomorrow, if they're not too big. Try them on."
"Over my dungarees?" I said. "They'll fit for sure if I do that."
"No not over your dungarees, you idiot," was what he said, but I
could tell he didn't mean it the way it sounded. I turned the other
way and took off my dungarees, and when I did, Uncle G. said, "How
old are you, anyway?"
Fifteen," I said. Uncle G. whistled, kind of under his breath, and
I blushed. I don't know why, but I sure did. He threw the trousers
at me and I put them on. They were pretty big, but especially they
, were pretty. Uncle G. got down and turned up the legs one fold.
"How do they fit in here?" he said.
"That tickles," I told him.
"Not a bad fit, is it?" he said.
.
I said, "It's not like my dungarees-but it's not supposed to be."
"I'll ask your Aunt Kate if she'll hem up the cuffs in the morning.
Okay, boy?"
"Sure. Thanks. Thanks a lot-you mean I get to keep them?" I said.
"I said I brought them for you."
.
"Who'd they belong to before?" I said. Except for the white shirt,
I never had anything brand-new before, and I wondered who- the
trousers belonged to. The way Uncle G. frowned, I knew I shouldn't
of asked, but I did. "I know they weren't yours," I said.
"And there's a little bum on one leg, so you know they're not
new," he said, sort of halfway smiling and showing his teeth.
"Oh, that don't hurt them!" I told him. "I like them. I really do
like them." I just about threw my arms around him to let him know
I meant it and was sorry I had brought it up, but I didn't.
Uncle G. sat down on the bed. "A friend of mine thought somebody back here might use them," he said.
"Oh," I said.
"And I said, ' know just the boy!' Namely, you." He pointed his
finger at me and smiled.
"I really -do like them," I said. The trousers felt sticky, like they
t
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would be hot as dynamite for a funeral on a July afternoon. "I really
do."
"Okay," said Uncle G., laughing. "I believe you."
"Only," I said, "how come you have a friend almost as little as
me?"
"I have friends all sizes," he said. He sounded a little sore, and I
figured I better leave him alone. Anyway, I ought to of been glad he
had friends that size; it was a good lick for me. I turned the other
way and took off the trousers and put my dungarees back on. "Fif_
teen?" said Uncle G.
(
I blushed again. "In September," I explained. "I fibbed little.
Just two months. That's not much of a fib, these days."
He studied a little, looking right through me. Finally he said, "I
was seriorts, boy. You can go back to Chapel Hill with me for a
while, if you want to. It's going to get lonesome around here without yom Uncle Aub."
That would of been a good time to do the crying I hadn't done
about the whole matter, but I didn't. I said, "We never seen much
of each other anyway. He just worked all the time, work, work, work.
Like he had a poison in his system he had to get worked out."
Uncle G. lay back on the bed and looked up at the ceiling. "I guess
he succeeded, all right," he said.

J

us care too much for the funeral. The singers were
good, but the preacher, who didn't know, or hadn't known, Uncle
Aub very well, he talked all around the subject at hand and mostly
hollered. for. everybody to come down front and confess their sins
before the same thing happened to them. Nobody went, and we all
agreed afterwards that it was a good thing.
I was, sure enough, hot as dynamite in my new trousers, but what
with them and my new white shirt I was a sight. Uncle Gascogne
patted my knee all through the service and pointed out how the two
Eldridge girls were looking at me. So then I was bound not to cry,
and it was coming to be a burden. I wasn't sad, especially, for rd already decided Uncle Aub had got a pretty good deal, what with him
being so unhappy in life. But everybody around me was taking-on so
that I had got all unnerved, and whenever there was a kind word said I
just about cut loose. Then I would think about something else, like the

DIDN'T ANY OF
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itchy trousers or what it must be like to be a bachelor in Chapel Hill,
and the feeling went down.
After Uncle Aub was buried and everybody took all the kodak
pictures they wanted, ~e all went back to the house and ate another
big bait of grub; then the folks went back to Birmingham and Louisville saying we would all have to get together sometime on a happier
occasion, which everybody knew we wouldn't; and there wasn't anybody left but myoId Uncle Max and Aunt Katie and my young Uncle
Gascogne and me.
, ''Well/' said Uncle Max, "no use dragging this out. Let's clean
out his things before Gascogne goes back; there might be something
there he'd want."
"No," said Uncle G., "there's nothing I want."
"You never can tell," Uncle Max said.
"There might be," Aunt Katie said. "There might be some little
something you'd treasure all the days of your life."
"He didn't have much," said Uncle Max. ~'He wasn't one to accumulate properties on this earth. I guess he knowed he couldn't
take it with him."
"Well, I'll have a look," said Uncle G. "Just me, though. By myself. One at a time, we don't look so much like vultures. You can
come, boy."
We went into Uncle Aub's old room. I watched while Uncle G.
went through the closet, the bureau drawers, the dresser. He took a
silver comb and brush set he'd give Uncle Aub one birthday or
other. He motioned to the clothes closet. "I guess you'll grow to 'em
in time," he said to me.
I got up from the chest I was sitting on. "You missed this," I said.
Uncle G. didn't look very interested. He lifted the lid and started
to drop it without even looking through the stuff, but then he knelt
down and took out some of the papers inside. On top was an envelope
of pictures. They were all pictures of Uncle Aub and Uncle Gascogne,
or of Uncle G. by himself. They went all the way back to when they
were kids. Uncle G. didn't say a word; he just smiled or looked puzzled about maybe when and where one was taken. Then he picked
up a big bundle of letters. 11tey were all sealed. They were all addressed to him by Uncle Aub, but they had never been mailed. Uncle
G. tore one open and read it. Then another, and pretty soon he was
ripping through them like a hungry man, and he commenced look-
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ing so peculiar that I was afraid. Pretty soon he grabbed them all into
his arms-the loose sheets, the tom envelopes, the unopened onesand ran out of the room making an awful sound. I ran after him, out
the front door, down the lane, across the pasture, screaming for him
to wait for me.
Uncle G. didn't stop running until he got to the graveyard, nearly
a mile from the house. I found him wallowing among the wilting
flowers on Uncle Aub's grave, crying like there was some terrible thing
inside him which would not come out. Because it was coming dark
and there were only the three ·of us, I cut loose and cried like a fool.
I knew I was learning something important about love that I never
knew before, but I wasn't sure what.
~ The writer EDSEL FORD, perhaps known mainly as a poet, has published

articles and short fiction as well. A prizewinner, his work has appeared in
over a hundred publications including those of largest circulation. With .
the exception of two New Mexico years, he has been living for the last
twenty-five in Arkansas. He spent his early childhood in Roswell, New
Mexico.

,
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TRANSLATIONS
(

BY JOHN HOUGHTON

JOACHIM DU

ALLEN

BELLAY (1525-1560)

(Next to his master Ronsard,
the best of the Pleiade)

JE HAY DV FLORENTIN L'VSVRIERE AVARICE
I hate in F10rentines their usurious avarice,
I liate the foolish of Sienna senselessly,
I hate in Greeks their rare verity,
And the Venetians for their caustic malice.
I hate the Fenarans for I do not know what vice,
I hate all the Lombards for infidelity,
The proud Neopolitans for grand vanity,
And poltroon Romans for their lack of exercise.
I hate the stubborn English, and the brave Scotsmen, Treacherous Burgundians, and indiscreet Frenchmen,
The superb Spaniard, and Germans beyond spuming.
In brief, I hate all and any vice in any nation,
I hate in myself my own imperfecti~m,
But most in the world, I hate pedantic learning.
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PEDRO CALDERON DE LA BARCA (1600-1681)

(poet, soldier and priest, a really great
dramatist comparable to Lope de Vega)

ESTAS QUE FUERON POMPA Y ALEGRIA
And that wh~ch is known as pomp and gladness
awakened while the dawn is wet,
in the evening will be but a dim regret
sleepIng in the night's arms' coldness.
The shades of color happily met
in rainbows, gold and snow-white and scarl~
these are but warnings of your life's swiftnessas much were learned at each sunset!
The roses that bloom in the morning decay
before they are properly flowers:
their cradle and sepulchre all in a day.
Some such a fortune as this is ours,
man is born in a morning and dies in a day:
and centuries pass, but they are hours.
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GU1TERRE DE CETINA (1520-1557)
(One of the elegant soldiers patronized by
Diego Hurtado de Mendoza, and who came to
America with later conq¢st:adores)

0lOS CLAROS, SERENOS
Clear eyes, serene,
and one sweet look could appraise us,
why, when ye look on me, look furious?
Much more clement
were eyes that laughl
Look not at me with wrath;
beautiful eyes, relent.
Spare me this torment,
clear eyes, serene;
if ye look at me thus, look at me less.

PAUL SCARRON (1610-1660)
(Burlesque playwright, remembered as
the husband of Mme. de Maintenon)

EPITAPHE
He who lies here out of breath,
Pitied, envied little for his rhymes,
He has suffered pain and death
Before he died, a thousand times.
Make no noise in passing here, light
Be of tread, and thy silence keep;
This is grand, the very first night
The poor Scarron has had his sleep.
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James Ballard
A DEPARTURE

boys were coming back from pass and signing
in. Each one of them went through the same ceremony. The young
ones were earnest about it, the older ones were bored, but all-of them
performed it. "Captain Randall sir-wish to report in from authorized
absence." It had been the same way the times he Qad been Weekend
Officer before, but he still wasn't used to hearing vthem. The rest of
their lives, whenever they saw a desk with a man behind it they would
want to report in from authorized absence.
After supper, there was another wave of sign-ins. This was going to
be all of them for a while. The rank and file students had to be back
by eight thirty. Seniors and Student Officers could be gone until midnight. Bed check came at nine thirty. Ranc1all turned it, over to the
Sergeant of the Guard, a junior. Nobody was-missing. At ten o'clock,
lights out. Some scuffling- and now and then some yelps went on for
the few minutes following lights out. That was a kind of ceremony
too. It was over with right away. At ten thirty, Randall moved along
the corridors. Everybody was asleep. The grade school students and
the upper school students. The boys from well-to-do homes, and the
scholarship boys, all sleeping. The boys with police records and the
troublemakers and the hard-to-handle ones. For a while now they
could leave off with performing anything.
The Duty Room again. There was a bunk here, and later on. he
would stretch out for a while. Now and then, not often, the building
creaked somewhere. It was an old building. Its stair treads were hollowed by four generations now of footstep~. In places, plaster had
dropped out of the ceiling. Sometimes patches had been made, sometimes not. These buildings had been in the grand manner when they
were new, parapets and casements and lofty ceilings. Not newanymore: Old and gloomy and creaking.
He began after a time to have the notion that something peculiar
TOWARDS SUPPERTIME,

I

I.
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was going on. He had been drowsing, but he was awake now, and he
heard moaning somewhere, whispering. Something actually had gone
wrong. The sound came from down the corridor, and when he went
to see aBout it, it was coming from one of the squad 'rooms.
The grade school boys lived on this corridor. It turned out that one
of them had had a nightmare. The others in his squad room were doing what they could for him, but the boy kept on moaning. They had
gathered around his bunk, and one of them was talking to him and
trying to get him to answer. Randall turned on the night light to look
at the boy's bunk tag. HIS name was Hobie, Kenny. Grade 5. There
was a serial number.
"He's Kenny Hobie, sir," the boy talking said. "He don't have any
middle initial. He gets like this sometimes. Hey, Kenny. You' better
straighten up. Captain Randall had to come in here to see about you.
Listen, Kenny. Come on, hear?"
"You people move back a little, okay? 'VllO's yol;Jr room chief?"
"It's Sergeant Mercer, sir. He's not here, though. He's been gone
since this morning sometime. If he was here, he'd know what to do."
"What does he do?"
"He tells him to shut up or he'll beat the daylights out of him. And
then he sort of pats him on the head a little, so Kenny'll see he's just
(joking. And if he's got the blankets and things tangled up, he straightens them out again. I mean Mercer does. Sir, why don't you do that?"
Randal looked at him. Why not try it. He turned to Hobie again.
"Shut up, Hobie. Or I'll beat the daylights out of you."
Hobie stopped moaning. His eyes opened. He had dark places in his
eyes still, from seeing the nightmare, but there was also recognition.
He smiled, almost, and then took it back.
"Hobie ~uddy. Having trouble?"
Again, Hobie almost smiled.
"That's Sergeant Mercer's bunk right there, sir."
"Your name Webb?"
''Yessir. Webb, sir, Robert J. It used to be my bunk, but Sergeant
Mercer made me move over there, and he moved here. So he could
keep Hobie from being scared, I guess. Sometimes when Sergeant ,
Mercer's drunk he lets Hobie get in the bed with him. When Hobie's
like this, I mean."
"When he's drunk, huh."
"Man, he gets loaded to the ears sometimes, Captain." Then, Webb
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was looking scared. "Sir, don't tell him I said that. Hear? We like
· "
hlDl.
"You fellows must have a ball in here. When Mercer's drunk and
Hobie's having a nightmare at the same time."
"I know it, sir, but we never do anything. Honest to God. He won't
let us cut up or anything. You're not going to tell him I told on him,
are you?"
"No. No, I won't tell him." The way it was, he already knew. There
had once been some friction between himself and Mercer, about
drinking. "You fellows go on back to bed now."
"Is Hobie going to be all right?"
"He is. Go on now, get back in bed" He had to make it sound like
he would be all right. He didn't quite know what to do. There was a
first-aid box in the Duty Office, but it didn't have any sort of sedatives.
"Hobie. You come on with me, okay."
~ What surprised him then was that Hobie consented. Not with any
word or sound, but all the same there was nothing mechanical or aut~
matico Hobie evidently hadn't learned many ceremonies yet. Randall
had the idea that if he hadn't consented he would have needed to be
dragged.
But he had agreed, and he was on his feet now. Webb .and the
others were getting back in bed. Randall switched off the night-light.
He felt something at his side, and it was Hobie, sticking close to him.
Hobi'e was bringi3 his blanket with him.
IN THE DUTY OFFICE, he put Hobie in the bunk there. "You go on to
sleep now. Mercer's going to be g~tting in before long. He'll come in
here to sign in, see."
"Yessir. I like it in here okay with you, sir."
''That's good. You go on to sleep now."
But Hobie didn't quite consent to this. "I wish I could talk a little
bit first, Captain."
That might be better than sedatives. "All right. A little, then."
"Okay. Well. Let's see. Oh-I was dreaming that my uncle was after
me."
r
"Your uncle, huh."
"Yessir, him. Like, I live with him, see. Or I used to, before this
aunt I have sent me here to this school."
1
It turned out that Hobie didn't like it back there. In one way he
did, on account of his aunt, but his uncle used to get drunk, and run
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him out of the house. He would hide under the floor, or in the chicken house maybe, but what generally happened, his uncle came up under the floor behind him and pulled him out agaip. The chicken house
wasn't a good place either because a good 1l}any times the chickens
would start in cackling and that would give him away. "And it smelled
bad back in there too, Captain. You know?"
"I guess it did, yeah."
"All of them chickens? Son of a bitch. And then I'd get the chicken
dirt on me too, see. You know what chicken dirt is, don:t you?"
"I know what it is."
"Oh. So then. . . . Man, 1 hate them son of a bitches, Captain.
Every one. I'd sort of try to talk to them, see, low, like Chicky, Chicky,
so they wouldn't cackle, but they sbll would."
''You like it here though, don't you?"
"Here at this place? Oh, sure. 1 like it here fine. 1 mean 1 wouldn't
say 1 didn't like it, because this aunt of mine, she fixed it for me to
come here, and you all run it, but 1 like it anyway. One thing 1 like is
all the things it is, to eat. Breakfast, and then we get milk at ten
o'clock, and dinner, and then by God it's supper time. Sergeant Mercer, what he does, he gets the waiters to bring people some more, if
they want some more. And if it's time. Except if people eat fast, Mercer says slow down and eat like a human being. He's our room chief,
see. That's the same as an adjutant. And the room chiefs, they have'fo
sit at our table with us too. And you know what he does? If you throw
a piece of bread or something, or kick anybody under the table, then
after supper you have to do ten pushups. He made it a rule."
"Do you throw bread, Hobie?"
.
"Oh, I threw a little piece once. But he said little pieces counted as
much as a whole slice. 1 didn't mind, though. About doing the pushups. He's the best room chief here, Captain. At least that's what 1
think. Did you know he can tie his necktie with one hand?"
"Mercer can?"
"Uh huh. He's the one 1 found out from. The way you tie a necktie.
He promised me a dime if I'd learn how. 1 sb"ll didn't learn it very
good, but he gave me the dime anyway. I got two Milky Ways; at the
canteen. 1 planned on giving him one, but 1 couldn't find him, so 1 ate
it. You like Milky Ways, Captain Randall?"
"Pretty good, yes."
"How about Hershey Bars? You like them?"
"I like Hershey Bars, yes. You go on to sleep, Hobie."
1
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"Yessir. I plan to."
'''Hershey Bar baby. In the tree top."
"What does that mean, Captain?"
"It means go to sleep."
"Oh. Okay." Hobie -smiled. No hesitating this time, or taking it
back. He turned over, and curled up. He was asleep in a minute or
two. He had had a hard day. 'He had had a good many hard days in his
time. Grade 5. That would make him eleven maybe. About eleven. He
turned the blanket down off Hobie's face a little. Hobie mumbled,
and got still again.
~
MERCER got in just before midnight. Two others were with him. 1Dey
had been drinking. Each one reported in, and also asked permission to
'sign in from pass, sir. They were not burlesquing! It was a high-tone
proceeding, and it was probably, Randall figured, to keep him from
noticing they had been drinking. Mercer saw Hobie then, curled up
asleep.
"You have to bring him in here, sir? He been giving you some
trouble?"
The other two left, while Randall's attention was off them. For a
minute it looked as if Mercer wished he had left too, instead of starting a conversation.
"No trouble. He woke up a while back. They say he does that sometimes."
"Yessir. He does."
"You know him pretty good, Mercer?"
"Sort of good. He's in my quarters-room, see."
"You know much about him?"
"Well, he minds good. He never gives me any trou*e at least. But
he won't take up with any of the other kids. I think :maybe he's beginning to lately, but it's not enough to really tell about. It's a funny
thing though. Sometimes it looks like he minds me on purpose. I
mean like he decides to do it. A lot of these kids, they jump when you
tell th~ to do something. Schroeder and Starr, they'~e bearing down
so much now about reporting things and turning in discrepancies that
... Major Schroeder, that is. Captain Starr." Mercer looked stubborn.
"Well, they are."
"You know anything about his family, Mercer? He said something
about his uncle."
"I know about them, I guess. What he's got for a family. They live
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around here somewhere. It's a lot of Hobies in this section. What I
hear, they're all about the same. His old man's off somewhere, his
mother's down in Annistown."
"She work?"
"You could call it that." Mercer was looking uncomfortable. They
were already talking low, but he lowered his voice more. "She gets
paid anyhow. I mean you asked me, Captain, I'm just ternqg you what
they say. It's-pretty much right, I'd say. I saw her dowb on Main
Street tonight, as far as that goes."
Randall watched him.
"I'll take him on back to the quarters-room if you want me to, Captaffi.
"You better had. He'll be okay."
Mercer went around the desk. He was starting to pick Hobie up,
but when he lost his balance, he changed his mind, and only pushed
at Hobie's shoulder. Mercer was wearing a peajacket, the school's uniform jacket. The fellows with him had been wearing the same kind,
but one side of Mercer's swung heavy., The cap and the neck of a pint
bottle was showing out of the pocket on that side. He pushed at Hobie
again. Hobie was waking up then.
'
"Hey,·partner. What're you doing in Captain Randall's office? You
• been walking in your sleep or something?"
Hobie got his eyes focussed. "Sarm Mercer." He turned over again.
"Uh uh. You can't do that. Come on here."
Hobie struggled up. Mercer steadied him, and so then they were
leaving. At the door Mercer looked back. "See you to: morrow, Captain." He was talking formally again now, carefully. It looked like a·
vodka bottle in his pocket. "Good: night."
"Goodnight, Mercer. See you."
And he was by himself again.
Everything quiet. No more people to come in from pass. Mercer
and the other two were the last ones. .
The room was turning cold now. This was May already, but it got
chilly at night, here next to the mountains. A long way till morning.
He would get some sleep, soon. Classes would be by the usual schedule tomorrow, regardless of the Duty. Three fr~hman mathematics
classes, one for the juniors, one for the seniors. ~e end of this month,
final examinations were coming. Next week; Schroeder had told him,
he should start his classes reviewing for the examinations. He had allowed a student to break a regulation. Three students.
o

"
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Mercer and his bottle of vodka. Maybe it was gin. Possibly it was
aquavit. Aquavit didn't have any color either. Schroeder would land
on Mercer with both feet, if he knew about it. The other' teachers
were only Captains, but Schroeder was a Major..

+:

NEXT MORNING at coffee break, Ed Starr was asking him about Hobie's
nightmare. "I take it you didn't think it was anything serious?"
"It certainly was for him. I wouldn't say it was an emergency."
"Huh. If you're going to start defining things. What's serious,
what's an emergency. It was serious enough to upset the whole room."
Starr was;-chief of the lower school, the Intermediate Battalion. He
; was in charge of all the· younger boys, and in addition he was English
Officer for the juniors and seniors. He wanted to get the English teaching off his hands. Some of the high school guys, he said, had the idea
they already knew everything.
"Two or three of the kids in that room been telling me about it this
moming. We can't have things like that."
Robbie Roberts looked over. "Let's have a new regulation, Ed. No
nightmares allowed."
Starr put his cup down. However, Schroeder spoke ahead of him.
"This is that Hobie kid? I'm beginning to wonder if there isn't some
basic instability with him. I'd say you still had an easy Duty though,
Randy. It can get a person wanting to pull hair. Knock heads together.
Right, Ed?"
"Anything you say." Starr was looking glum. But then, he poured
himself more coffee, and looked around the table to see if anybody
else wanted more. Robbie finished what he had, and held his empty
cup. Starr smiled, and filled it for him.
"I was thinking of dropping around last night, Randy," Schroeder
said. "See how things were going. And then I decided it would be better to let you handle it on your own. I knew you could always call me,
if anything came up. Or Ed here either, he's already in the building."
"Sure," Starr said. "Glad to, anytime, Didn't somebody come in,
about midnight?"
"Mercer and a couple of fellows." Starr's apartment was on the
same side of the building as the Duty office, on the floor above it.
HMercer, huh. It was before midnight?"
"That's right. Before."
"Huh. I'm surprised it wasn't after. Mr. Mercer's on thin ice, as far
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as I'm concerned. He thinks he can run that squad without any help.
I catch him out just one time."
"What would you do, Ed?" Schroeder said.
"What I mean is, he's been just about daring me lately, to call
'
hun. "
"I know, but what would you do?"
"Oh for Christ sake. All right, I wouldn't do anything. Except write
him up for it, recommend the maximum discipline. It's not up to me
to do anything, I'm glad to say."
.
In the school·hierarchy, Schroeder was the first man. He was Executive Officer and Assistant Commander now, and it was said the trustees had him in mind for the Commandership next year. The present
Commander was in his seventies now. Last March during a drinking
bout he had hurt his back, and he was not supposed to do any more
walking than he had to. Some afternoons, his butler-yardman drove
him over to the Main Building from the Commander's Residence,
and after a time, drove him back. Other afternoons, his office remained closed. The trustees wanted him to become an Emeritus, so
that a young man could take over. Schroeder was young and energetic.
Since March, to all purposes he already was Commander, If the truste~ named him for the job formally, Ed Starr would probably move
up to the Assistantship.
Randall didn't know who might be next after Starr in the hierarchy.
It could well be Robbie Roberts. Robbie was the only one he knew
well here but he had known Robbie for years anyway. Last fall Rob.
bie suggested him for the mathematics vacancy that came after the
other mathematics officer resigned suddenly, and Schroeder had listened" to the suggestion. Robbie was Physics Officer, but he also haq
some mathematics classes. It might not be anybody next after Starr.
The school was a small one, only eleven teachers altogether, and that
was too few for a hierarchy that would matter.
The first few weeks after he began here, Randall had been thinking
that he and Ed Starr would become well acquainted. Starr was a few
years the younger of the two of them, but it happened that both of
them had been in Korea. However, nothing came of it. Starr stopped
calling him by his first name, Stuart, and also stopped calling him
Randy. Starr used his last name now, or didn't use any when he spoke
to him. Starr asked. him the other day, "You plan to be back here
next fall?"
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"I'm not actually planning, Ed. I can't say I've thought about it."
"Just passing through, you might say?"
'That might be about the way it is."

"Huh."
He didn't have any planning as to where he would be. These last
weeks he was thinking he might begin some, but it hadn't started yet.
It would be for when the time came. After his wife's death last summer, anything on the order of planning had become past his reach,
and he had become mainly concerned only with keeping his head
above water. He had been working as a mathematician in the Department of the Interior, in a group studying infonnation flow through
the branches and complications of the Department. He and his wife
bought a house in Maryland. They found that she had leukemia. For
some people, it could be checked, or slowed down, but it knocked her
off in only three months. He moved to a hotel in Washington, so as
not to have to face the drive back to the house in the afternoons, and
put the house up for sale. He left off working for the Department.
Eventually, Robbie urged him to begin doing at least something. He
began at the school here. What he was doing, teaching trigonometry
and algebra to adolescents, was wasteful maybe compared to what he
had been doing or could do. Even so, he was acknowledging lately that
Robbie was in the right. Doing something, almost anything, was better than the indolence he had settled into.
Or tied himself up in. Once in one of his freshman classes, a boy at
a rear desk spent most of the class hour wrapping and knotting a rope
around his wrists. When he finished, his wrists were fastened tight together, parallel and flat against each other. The boy next to him had
to unfasten the rope for him. When ·he himself tried it in his apartment later, it was hard to do. Starr caught the boy the next day roping
himself up in American IJterature class, and ordered him to wear the
rope the rest of the day. Along in the afternoon, Schroeder saw him,
and told him to take it off and sent him to the infirmary to have his
hands soaked and massaged. His fingers had become black and swollen.
The word later was that Schroeder had called Starr down about it.
He rather liked being at the school. It was interesting at any rate,
although Robbie said it was not an unusual school. This one, Rampart
Ridge, in western Maryland, was farther west than most, but scores of
private schools for boys operated here and there. Most of them were
impressive from the outside, as this one was, ivy and masonry and
flowerbeds and deep lawns. There were more than enough customers.
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Rampart Ridge was already turning down applications from parents
who wanted to enroll their sons here next fall. It gave first consideration to sons and grandsons of its alumni, and second consideration to,
for some reason, descendants of noted explorers. Also it accepted each
year ten or twelve needy boys from the local area, on a full scholarship
basis. The founder's will enjoined it to do that. Not all of them made
it through the year. Some of them had adjustment difficulties, meaning, Robbie said, that they were bastards to have to deal with, or that
they flunked tests. Paying students didn't usually have adjustment
difficulties. With them, the school did any adjusting necessary.
THE WEATHER TURNED WARM. Even the nights were warm, and the
boys were wearing summertime gray cotton twill instead of their woollen uniforms. They played baseball and softball, and the older boys
took squa~ from the lower school on hikes over the Indian Trail.
Kenny Hobie tried for the lower school baseball team, the Mustangs,
but he didn't make it. He didn't make it for softball either. It went
better on hikes, and he was out on the kite-flying hill almost every
afternoon. The only thing, hiking and kite-flying were not team sports.
Starr had news at the coffee break one morning. There had been a
little case .of theft last night. That is, it had come to his attention last
night. The actual theft had taken place two days before. Wherl the
others at the table wanted details, Starr held back. It would be better
,to wait until he thing had been all cleared up. But when he looked at
Schroeder, and Schroeder said it already had been, he went ahead.
The details were that a hunting knife that belonged to a boy named
Webb had been found two days afo in Kenny Hobie's locker. Mercer
was the one who had found it, and it seemed that Hobie had admitted
the theft to Mercer. Starr had got this out of Mercer, and later on
Hobie said more or less the same. thing. Hobie wouldn't say it outrig~t, since he said he had already.&>ld Mercer about it, but it came to
the same thing. Mercer had hied to keep all of it covered up. He had
got Webb to say he wasn't sore, and he had some silly-minded business going of having Hobie do a hundred push-up~ for punishment,
twenty every night. He might have got away with it, except that
Hughes Blackburn had had enough sense to let somebody know what
was going on. Blackburn had learned about thievery the hard way.
Last fall somebody swiped a box of candy his parents had sent him. In
all probability, this Robie was the one who took the candy.
"Well, no, Ed," Schroeder said. "Hobie wasn't here at that time."
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"What do you mean he wasn't here?"
"I'd think ther6s only one thing I can mean, Ed. He was not here.
He was not a member of the student body at that time. The Juvenile
Office didn't ask us to enroll him here, until the second semester
opened. January."
"Oh. Well, it's still the same idea. Stealing is 'stealing, any time.
And this time we know who did it. You say you're going to dismiss
this kid, Clyde?"
f'It's an administrative matter, Ed."
"That isn't what I meant at all, Clyde, now. I'm not trying to hom
in on that side of it."
''I'm glad you're not, Ed."
"Oh for Christ sake now. Can't people be interested in something?
The reason I know about it, Clyde, is because Blackburn came to me
about it. And what he wanted was to see if it was okay for him to see
you."
"We go through channels here before we rat on anybody," Robbie
said.
.
"Very well, Ed: No one suggested that you were homing in. Byadministrative matter, I merely mean it's not something I myself will
do. You asked me am I going to dismiss the kid. I'm not, no. I just
work here. I don't dismiss people, I personally don't want· them to be
dismissed. I do represent the school though, the same as all of us do."
"Clyde,'''' Robbie said. "Is Hobie going to be dismissed?"
"Well, Robbie" what is it we're confronted with? The choice has
been made for us. The school will not tolerate a thief. The trustees
expect us to take a certain number of local boys, but they certainly
don't expect us to take anybody that might come down the road. A
thing like this can be contagious, Robbie. You know that. We've
made commitments to all the boys here, and all we can do is hold to
them."
"What I'm asking, is Hobie going to be dismissed?"
"Robbie, have I got to draw a picture for you?"

LATER

when Randall's junior mathematics class was
leaving, Mercer waited until the rest had gone.
"Sir, I guess you heard about Hobie and me."
"Something. The knife?"
"Yessir. Major Schroeder called him in a while ago. He's going to
expel him. Or Hobie says he's going to."
THAT MORNING,
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He waited. Mercer looked'as if he had more to say.
"He called me in too. Chewed me out for trying to keep it in the
squad room. Instead of reporting it to him, see. And then besides that,
he says I've been giving Hobie a bad attitude. I don't know if you
know, but if he gets his back up about something, he just won't do it.
I mean Hobie won't. He wouldn't this morning. Major Schroeder
wanted him to explain about it and all, why he took it and if he'd ever
taken things before, and Hobie just wouldn't tell him anything much
about it. He just won't bend, when he doesn't want to."
Mercer wasn't usually so talkative. There was also an understanding
that students wouldn't relay to one teacher the hard time they got
from another one.
"It just won't work, sir. Here, anyway. Schroeder-Major ScJ;uoeder
-something he especially wants is for people to explain things to him.
I could-." Mercer looked away. "You know. Drink. All I wanted to,
as long as I'd go in his office afterwards, and annulyze it and all that,
and him counsel me."
"Analyze, Mercer."
"Yessir. Like excape, isn't it? When it's escape."
"Do you get much counselling, Mercer?"
"Aye-. What it was I was going to say, though-you know Webb?
The one that that knife belonged to, see. Well, he wasn't even supposed to have that knife. Have you seen it? The thing's ten inches
long. He said Captain Starr told him it was okay for him to have it.
And there's a regulation, see, about having anything more than a pen
knife."
"How does this come in, Mercer?"
"Well they're giving Hobie the shaft, Captain! And Webb's not
getting anything. He was doing ten push-ups a night, see, to get to
fifty, and Hobie was doing twenty. I put it up to them that way, and
everybody was going along with it."
"What do you have in mind, Mercer? For Webb to get his lumps
too?"
"No sir, it's not that. But they can't throw Hobie out that way. It's
not right. Webb's people are rich, they're well off anyway, and Hobie
-well, what"ever they are they're not rich. But what I was thinking,
you and C~i?tain Robbie maybe could do something. That if both of
you-sir, Hobie hasn't done anything to be expelled for. And he hasn't
.
broken any regulations at all before this."
"All right, Mercer. I'll see what I can do."
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"Can you keep them from it? I mean will you?"
"I'll see what I can do."
RO~BIE was

against intervening. He had thought of it, he said, on the
chance that Schroeder wanted to be persuaded. But Schroeder had
already made his mind up, and trying to get him to change it would
make him more set. Robbie figured he was scared. "You've seen his
desk, I suppose? Those pen and pencil sets he has on it? Barometer,
all those ornaments? They're for protection. It's a barricade. And all
those titles he has. They're protection."
Besides being Assistant Commander, Schroeder was Director of
Athletics, and School Safety Director. He was Class Advisor for the
seniors, Supply Officer, and Curriculum Programming Chairman. He
was some other things, but Robbie couldn't remember them. "It's
ludicrous, Stuart But the thing is, it doesn't strike him funny at all.
His barometer, he thinks he has it so he can see what the pressure is."
"What do you suppose he's scared of?"
~Who knows. Who cares. You start getting into those things, it's
all you'll be doing."
"Maybe he got chased into chicken houses a few times himself."
"Didn't we all. He's still in one, the way it looks."
HE DECIDED to try persuading anyway. He went to Schroeder's office.
"I'm sorry, Stuart. As I told Ed, it is an administrative matter, and
the decision has been made. You have every right to object to it, if
you wish to you can even submit a formal objection, but it just isn't an
academic matter."
A diplomat. A politician. They would know what bargain to offer.
.The right leverage to use.
.
"I appreciate your coming in, but frankly, you have no real basis for
offering an opinion in just this situation. Naturally I appreciate your
inter,est, but it does seem to me rather unusual this particular time."
"Clyde, it's only three more weeks of school left. If he leaves now,
he'll lose out for the whole semester he's been here."
Schroeder was pleasant. "Yes, I'm aware that we have three more
weeks."
"Is stealing ordinarily an expelling offense?"
"Stealing, Stuart, is one of the worse offenses I know of."
"How many people have been expelled for it before?"
Schroeder sighed. "The school's records, Stu, are open to any person
entitled to examine them. That includes you, naturally."
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This wasn't getting anywhere. Schroeder didn't especially want to
hear any of this. And yet it didn't sound like he wanted the conversation to stop.
"I had the impression, Clyde, you know, that Hobie had a satisfactory record here. I was curious about' it. Because I'd noticed he has a
peculiar attitude sometimes. Maybe not altogether a good one."
He saw that he had said the right thing. That was something
Schroeder did want to hear.
"Indeed he does have a peculiar attitude. More p~ple than you
have noticed it, Stuart. The boy is getting everything given to him,
instruction, recreation, food, shelter, and clothing. If he were to need
medical attention, that's here too. It's a fine thing we can do it. CertainIy it is. The school has some outstanding alumni who were
scholarship cases. Scholarship boys. In just his circumstances. There's
nothing unusual to us about him, or his circumstances. The same
things that are here for him, they're here for everybody. It's very true
he has an unfortunate attitude. If he could onIy bring about' some
change in that, this whole situation could be a useful thing for him.
It's even possible it could change his situation, to some extent."
It looked as if he had got through to Schroeder. The information
was flowing, now.
"Stuart, I'm willing to talk to anybody, two times, three times, ten
times. I'm not really sure there'd be any point in it this time, but certainly I'm willing. I'll even send for him right now, if I need to prove
the point."
"Let me talk to him first. Okay?"
"It's okay by me, Stuart. Talk to anybody you want to. I hope it will
do him some good."
"We'll see."
"Maybe you're the one that can talk to him. In fact, I think it
might be that way."
"I'll see you, then."
"Right, Stu. Thanks for coming in. You are going to talk to Hobie?"
"Yes. lam."
"Right. I'll find time to see him in the morning, then."

AFrER

he had it in mind to find Hobie, or send for him.
Hobie came up to his apartment first. He wanted him to get Major
Schroeder and them to let him stay. "Captain RandaII, will you do
that?"
..
SUPPER,

~,
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Lately, Hobie had been in fairly good shape. According to Mercer
he hadn't had any more nightmares, when for a time he was clicking
off two and three a week. Randall had given him car-washing jobs, and
Robbie and another Captain had hired him for baby-sitting a couple
of times. He was not so much of a curiosity anymore to the others in
his squad room, and they had been inviting him to go along to the
canteen with them. He still couldn't quite make it with baseball and
softball, but he played anyway. They put him out to field, and when a
ball had to be fielded, he ran like hell for it. They had found out that
he would throw it to whoever got his attention first. 'I1f he threw it to
the wrong side, there was an uproar. "Hobie, what did you do that
for?" Hikes were called off, on account of snakes, but he still went out
on the kite-flying hill.
"Captain Randall? You hear me?"
"Hobie."
''Yessir?''
"I tell you, Hobie."
"Oh. You already did, didn't you. And they wouldn't."
"Hobie. Do you think tomorrow morning you could go to Major
Schroeder's office? And tell him all the details about 'ttis? ~verything
there is about it. And tell him besides that anything else he might ask
you."
Hobie regarded him. ''Why-sure. If you think I'm supposed to."
"And the first thing, when you first go in, tell him you came to say
you're sorry. And then, see, go ahead and say it."
Hobie held back. "If you want me to, Captain," he said then. "I
mean if it's what I ought to do."
The way we do it in Russia. First the apology. Then the confession.
''Tell him, Major Schroeder, white boss please sir, this here no
good-."
"Sir?"
''No. No, I don't want you to. It isn't what you ought to do."
''Well Captain, say which one."
"I don't want you to. You're not to do it. You understand that
now? Just forget about going to his office, okay?"
Hobie nodded. "Yessir. . . . Well then-. I better get on back
now, Captain. We have to go to study hall in a few minutes, see."
He could forget about study hall. He wouldn't need to bother with
any of that anymore.
"All right, Hobie. You take it easy."
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HE SAW SCHROEDER in a corridor at noon the next day, when classes
were breaking up for lunch. Schroeder was pleasant. "I take it you
changed your mind about the Hobie boy, Captain Randall?"
"{ did, yes."
"I expected him,. you know, until up in the morning. And then I
assumed you must have altered your position since yesterday. I'm just
making sure, is all."
STARR gave Mercer orders that afternoon to get Hobie packed up. He
would leave the next afternoon. The packing was quick. Randall was
in the squad room when it was being done. Hobie had a pair of pants,
a shirt and a jacket, and a pair of tennis shoes too big for him. They
were what he had been wearing when he got here. He had now the
school summer uniform, which he could keep. It included a pair of
shoes, and three sets of underwear and three pairs of socks. Besides
those things, and a comb and a toothbrush, he had a green kite. He
offered it now to Mercer.
"Kenny, now what the hell would-. Well, sUre. Sure, I'd like to
have it. Thanks'a lot, okay?"
When Randall sa}V.that Hobie was short on things to wear, he told
him to get cleaned up. He signed him out then, and they drove down
to Annistown. Down there, he bought some clothes for him. Twentyfive dollars worth, a little over. That didn't help much. What he was
trying to do, he saw, was to buy something for himself. Coming back,
they stopped at a drive-in. Hobie wanted two hotdogs, and after that
he wanted another one. Randall got him another one. After that he
had mustard around his mouth. Randall told him to wipe it off, and
Hobie used his paper napkin.
"Okay now?"
"Yes. You're okay now. You want something more?"
"No sir. That's all I want.-Thank you very much."
Maybe his wife had sent Hobie to him. Maybe she had interceded
for him.
"Captain? I said thank you very much."
"Sure. You're welcome, buddy. How about a Hershey bar?"
"Well-all right. If you're su.re you don't mind."
When they got back, Starr was annoyed. Boys in the lower school
should not be taken off anywhere without letting him know. It was
not customary anyway for students to goon pass on a weekday, and it
especially was not a good idea to single out an individual student for
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favors. "Frankly, Randall, if it was up to me I'd give you a reprimand'
for it."
"Okay. Go ahead."
"I mean it. I seriously would."
"Go ahead, man. Reprimand me."
"All righ~ you just suit yourself then. If you want to take that atti. tude, it~ entirely up to you."
Starr walked away. Four boys were waiting for him. Some of theni,
the yDung ones, often were waiting for him, following him around. He
had got interested in kids in Korea, when he had to see the starving
ones there. He belonged now to something called the Foster Parents
Guild. It helped take care of children abroad. Every month, he, sent .
one fourth of his salary to the Guild. Sometimes he got contributions
for it from the other teachers.
HOBIE lived twenty miles west of here. Schroeder remarked at lunch
the next day that Chris would take him to his home in the school pickup truck. Chris was the general handyman, the Utility and Maintenance Director. Randall considered offering to take Hobie home, but
he saw Schroed~r watching him so as to say No.
He was in his apartment, at the window, when Chtis, brought th~
pickup truck around to the side entrance. MIS. Chris was with him.
Maybe she was going along. But she got out, and walked on over to
the laundry building. She worked in the school laundry, and Chris had
got his mother a job in the kitchen. They paid him a commission, for'
their jobs.
Randall went on downstairs, and outside. He said hello to Chris,
and sat down on the steps. Chris objected to making the trip. It was
not rightly his job to be hauling kids around. None of that Hobie
bunch amounted to much. Whole blame bunch, trash. The pickup
truck ought to be in the garage anyway, getting greased. That was
what he had meant to do this afternoon, and now that dum S~roeder
had told him to put it off.
Boys were gathering around the truck. Hobie came outside. One of
the others, Webb, was carrying his box of clothes for him. Webb put
it in the back of the truck. Mercer wasn't around. Maybe he had already told Hobie goodbye. Maybe the goodbye was a ceremony he was
refusing to perform. Starr came ou~ and told the boys to break it up.
They were moving away th~, and calling to him, See you, Hobie,
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So long, Kenny, and he was busy answering them. Starr told them
again to break it up. Chris started the motor.
"I got to go now, Captain Randall. Thank you very much. For buy~ ing me all those things. 1 think they're nice."
"Okay, buddy. I'm glad you do."
"Listen, Captain. You tell Mercer. Lemme see. Tell him I'm glad 1
was in his squad room, okay?"
Chris tapped the hom.
"Okay, Hobie. I'll tell him that."
If his wife had interceded for him, maybe now she would keep
Hobie in mind. That no harm would happen to hiin.
tn a minute, he knelt down, and took him close. "So long, Hobie.
Don't forget me now."
"No sir. I'm not going to forget you, Captain. 1 wouldn't do that."
"Good deal. So long then." And then, let him go. And stood up.
"You go 011 now."
Chris tapped the hom again.
"Yessir. 1 plan to."
Hobie went over to the truck, and opened the door and climbed in,
and closed the door. The truck was moving then. He turned around,
an~ waved. Ral!dall waved back to him. Hobie turned again then, and
. sat still. The truck went on down the driveway. Randall heard it
squeaking until it got onto the road, at the foot of the hill. Chris was
right. It did need greasing.
~

In answer to a formidable questionaire, after OCCUPATION AND TITLE,
writer JAMES BALLARD of Piney River, Virginia, wrote "None of either." He
is too modest. His short stories have appeared in -Atlantic Monthly and in
Massachusetts and University of Kansas City Reviews. He asks that we
dedicate his story to the memory of Lowney Handy and prefers for it the
title The Great Society. "She ran one of those, too."
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and there had been a noise somewhere. From his left. The sound of a door being unlocked, and that
meant it was one of the cops. Nobody except the cops could open
doors here.
Footsteps. Two people. Cold air then, and Kiwi's shirt went crawly
against his chest. His shirt was sweaty, and in the draft it Was like
caterpillars on him. Like fishing worms. One day back in New Orleans,
nothing to do that day, he came across a place out from town that
sol'" fishing worms. Minnows, general bait, and he bought ten o~ the
worms, a nickel's worth, and down the road, gave them their freedom
again ~n a ditch. And in his hand, before he let them go, they were
damp and working. The way his shirt felt on him now.
He started to get up. But the motion was rocking back and forth in.
his head then, and so he only sat still. In a way, it was fun. The rocking was. But then, knowing it wasn't fun at all, he stopped it and went
ahead and stood up, and went to the front of the cell. There was a
cop, and a civilian. The cop had the civilian in front.
"Hold it, friend."
The man stopped.
The cop gave a cluck. It sounded cheerful. He had a cheerful look.
Sure. Nothing like having a real live human being to tell stop and go.
This particular one looked easy to tell.
He was raunchy, and somewhere between middle-aged and young.
He was carrying a topcoat over his arm, and he had on a dark suit with
pants that didn't have a crease anymore. When the cop told him to
. stop, Hold it, he had merely stopped. Not quick, not hanging back,
just obeying.
The cop was looking for a key out of a bunch of keys on a ring. He
• found the right one. Kiwi was about to move aside. But it was the cell
next to his that the cop was opening.
"In here."
~
AsLEEP, AND NEXT, TOO FAST, ALERT,
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The man went on through. Still obedient, but even so the cop gave
him a shove as he went through. Not a rough one, but enough of one
that Kiwi heard the man stumble. The cop closed the qoor again. No
slamming. Just closed it, and the lock snapped.
f
The cop that brought him in here, he remembered, that one shoved
him. It must be part of the routine. Maybe it was the same cop. This
.one was a short guy. He couldn't remember the other one. It was only
back in the afternoon, but now he couldn't remember. He had been
too confused, back then.
He wanted to ask the cop what time it was. When the cop turned
.
around, he would ask him then.
"You got a 'cigarette, buddy?" The man in the other cell. To the
cop. "Sergeant, you got a-"
"Yeah. Yeah, I got a cigarette."
"You have?' Honest to God? You spare me one, Sarge? You do
that?" The cop was fastening the key ring to his belt again.
"Come on, Sergeant. You can spare me just one. Just a little drag
on one, okay?"
The cop might have heard him. Maybe not. He was turning away.
Kiwi watched him. It was no good asking this fellow what time it
was. He wouldn't be giving it away.
The cop was passing his cell. He stopped. And looked him over.
"What's your name, friend?"
"Name's LuIes."
"Say it's Luks, huh."
"That's right. Keyswick Luks." Want to make something out of it?
Then, and it startled him, the cop grinned at him. "Okay, KeySwick
Luks. Don't you go anywhere and get lost now."
And turned, and went on away.
He put a hand on one of the bars. Smooth. A little greasy. Steel.'...
Went back to the bench afterwhiIe, and sat down again. And soon,
once more, stretched himself out again along the bench. And lay still.
THE PLACE WAS QUIET NOW. The man in the next cell was quiet. No
sound anywhere. Dead of night. Or it felt like night. If he only knew
the time.
When he first got here, back in the afternoon, somebody in one of
the cells down the corridor was yelling and arguing and going on
about something. And kept on, Lemme ow, lemme owwww lemme
out of bere lemme OWWWWWWW, and when he went to sleep it was
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with that sound going. Old lullaby. Allhe could hear anymore though
was his own breathing. Everything peaceful, now.
Knoxville. The Knoxville jail. Before he was in this town half an
hour, he got arrested. That probably made some kind of record.
He should have stayed in New Orleans maybe. Or since he had left,
kept on going anyway until he got where he was headed. It was Baltimore he had started for. Instead, he hadn't done either one. He was.
waiting for a ship in New Orleans. He gave it up,~down there, and
took off. And here he was, up in the mountains, a long way from water
even.
Not that it was so bad, actually, now that he felt okay. When he
first got here, when the cop shoved him in and clicked th~ door shut
after him, the noise, the screeching and bawling the man down the
corridor kept making, lemme OWWWW, lemme OWWWWWW, was right in
his ears sometimes, and then at other times, off away somewhere.' Far
and sad sounding, and the light, from the fluorescent tubing along the
ceiling, was slick and filmy.
Whatever it was had been the matter though, it was over with now.
Being asleep must have fixed it. Whatever the man had been yelling
about, that was over with too. Or anyway the man had got quiet about
it. Everything still, and it wasn't bad at all now being in here. The air
was close, but some of the ships he had been on smelled the same way.
Warm in here. If he only knew what time it was, that would have the
last detail in line.
Maybe he had slept a long time. It was late in the afternoon when
he got picked up, and if he had, it might be on towards midnight alrea~y. The place didn't have any windows that would let him see the
outside and get a feeling about the time. The light in here was fluorescent, and even with his head clear it looked like something you could
feel if you suddenly moved your hand a certain way. One thing about
being out of here, would be getting to see real light. Maybe he would
get out, in the morning.
They' cJ better give him back his seaman's papers too, when he got
out.
The clerk cop sounded irritated about him being a seaman. "Say
Y9u work on ships-huh?"
"That's right."
"On board of ships?"
"On board."

0

o
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"You trying to be smart or something, fellow?"
"I'm trying to answer what you asked me. I work on ships."
"That's not what I asked you. I asked you are you trying to be
smart. You can't be smart in here, fellow."
.
They were watching each otb,er.
"Doing here in Knoxville-huh? Aint no ships here."
And when he started to say he was headed for Baltimore, where it
was ships, the cop cut him off. "O~y, okay friend.· Skip that." And
when he asked for his papers back, the cop told him not to give it a
thought.
"Hey, neighbor?"
The man in the next cell.
"Buddy? You awake? You got a cigarette over there?"
"Sure haven't, mac. Wish I did."
"Not even just one? That I could have just a drag off? Oh Jesus."
Nice to have a cigarette. Early this morning was the last one he'd
had. In Alabama somewhere, a man that gave him a ride gave him a
cigarette too. Nice to have something to eat. Last nig1;J.t was the last
time. It was odd he hadn't started feeling hungry yet.
Maybe this man knew what time it was.
"Hey, mac-Mister?"
''Yeah, buddy?"
"What time you got?"
"Seven thirty, buddy. Little bit after, that is."
He hadn't slept a long time at all then. Only two or three hours..
The whole night to get through.
"I saw the clock outside, see. When they were writing me up? That
was only about fifteen minutes ago, see. Time passing slow?"
"Sort of."
"Well, you just take it easy. . • . You know what day is it, don't
you?"
''Day? Sure."
"Sometimes you don't," the man said in a minute. He sounded apologetic. "I mean, when you been dmnk? And you're sort of confused,
you might say? You lose track of the day, sometimes."
"I know what day it is."
The man didn't say anything.
He had sounded short. He could have said it better than that.
"Uh-buddy? Would you mind telling me what day it is?"
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He waited. "It's the thirty first," he said then. And he was careful
this time to have it sound all right.
"Rightl" the man said. "The thirty-first. October the thirty-first.
Thanks, buddy. Thanks a hell of a lot. I'm sure glad to find it out.
Man if I'm not, You ever get bothered about what day it is? I mean,
you forget which one? Ever get that way, buddy?"
"Can't say I do, no."
"It's a bitch when you do, I tell you that. When you lose track, you
know. Man. October the thirty-first."
"All that bothers me right now is the time."
"But you're fixed up about that, buddy. It's seven thirty. Getting
on towards eight, I guess."
"That's what bothers me. Spending the rest of the night in here."
"Huh?"
"Spending the rest of the night in here."
"Why, it's not seven thirty p.m., buddy. It's seven thirty in the
,
morning."
"How's that? Have you got that right?"
"Well sure I've got it right, buddy. I can tell when it's morning,
even if I don't know' what day it's morning on. It's morning now,
buddy." The man sort of laughed. "It is, no kidding. I thought I was
bad off, buddy, didn't know the day. You didn't know it was day or
night. Don't mind me laughing, hear? I'm not laughing at you."
In the morning. He had slept the whole night long.
"So that makes it the first of November, then," the man said. "Instead of the thirty-first of October?"
The whole night long. "That's right. It sure does."
"Just so I know which one it is. Don't make much difference, see,
long as I know. They going to let you out this morning, are they?"
'''Hope so."
"What've they got you in for, anyway?"
"Vagrancy, I guess."
"On the road, huh. Well, you just about got it made, then. They
only keep you overnight, see, when it's vagrancy. You'll be out of here
couple of hours now. I mean, I don't want to sound like I know, you
can't ever tell what cops are going to do, but that's the way it usually
is. You'll be walking down the street couple of hours now. Getting
cold out there though, you know that?"
"Sort of cold this afternoon. I mean yesterday."

. r'j
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"Got colder too, buddy. Going to rain."
And that meant it was yesterday, instead of today, that he'd had
anything to eat. Maybe that was the reason he didn't feel hungry now.
Maybe the feeling-hungry stage was already over.
"Yeah, you just about got it made, buddy. Be glad if all I had was a
couple of hours. I'm set here till tomorrow morning, chances are. Guy
picked me up for being drUnk, see. Wasn't drunk at all. Way it is, see,
I'm just coming off one? And I guess I got that drunk look still. Walking around a while back to calm my nerves, guy pickeq,me up and
brought me in. Just have to sit here, I guess. Be all sobered up at least,
time I do get out. Sure as hell be glad, too. Glad to be sober again, I
mean. And you say you're on the road, buddy? You headed anywhere
special? What I mean, you're sort of young, buddy, looks like to me,
to be on the road. I mean I noticed when we were going past your
door, you couldn't be much mom a 'boy."
The man talked a lot. Maybe it was to have something to do.
"You do~'t mind talking, do you, buddy? Sort of passes the time
off, a little. Keeps my nerves a little calmer, frankly, it's somebody to
talk to. Since I can't walk around no'more." The man gave his laugh
again. "Can't go anywhere for a while, if you get what I mean. That's
what I was doing, see. Walking around? Schedule's changed now,
though. Sure appreciate Jalking to somebody. This sobering up's a
bitch, I tell you. It's worth it, though. To be sober again. I only had
a cigarette now, it wouldn't be-"
Owwwwwww lemme owwwwww lemme owwwwwwww . . . .
'Bawling. And with it, this time, battering, clanging. Echoing, back·
and forth along the tiled floor and tiled ceiling. Stopped.
Once in a gale, a deck plate got loose, when some of the rivets
popped. The plate was battering up and down.
"Guy ought to keep that up," the man said. "Wake some of these
other fellows up, they might have a cigarette. Cell door makes a pretty
good racket, don't it? When you shake it good."
Going again then. The banging, and the voice again. It didn't
sound like a voice anymore. A human being's. But it was.
Then the cop again, the short one, hurrying along the corridor,
swinging rhis club. The cell the racket was coming from ~ down at
the far end of the corridor. It was out· of sight from ~ere. Lemme
owwww, and it stopped then, and the door banging, both at once. The
cop was talking. You want to get out of here, friend?
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Whatever the man answered, Kiwi couldn't hear it. Old Lemme ow
:.
The cop said some more. And I hear another sonnabitching sound
out of you, you're going to be in here a week.

was keeping quiet, this time.
No answer.

In a minute, the cop was coming back. This time, he was smoking
a cigarette.
"-Heyl Buddyl"
He stopped. "What do you want?"
"Buddy for Christ sake lerome have just one drag on that. I need a
,cigarette buddy I swear to God I do, I'll pay you for it I'll pay you for
.a whole pack, just one drag you can have it right back for God's sake
. just-yeah. Yeah, that's it. Thanks a-. Oh."
The cop had dropped the cigarette to the floor. Moved back, one
step, and dropped it, and put his shoe on the end of it.
"Oh."
He went on away.
IT LAY ON THE TILING. One end of it black and flattened. The body of
it still solid.
'.
The man's hand then, near the floor, and his ~t, and part of his
forearm. Kiwi saw the hand, and the fingers, and watched how they
worked and strained, and watched the tendons in the wrist rise and
stretch. And finally, become still.
Strained and wide, but no motion at all, and in the peculiar light
the hand looked paralyzed. Like an object instead of a hand. Like a
scream you couldn't hear. After a time, it moved again. And disappeared back into the cell.
"That son of a bitch moved back, you know? He put it just out of
reach."
"Yeah. Yeah, I saw him when he did, buddy. . . . Might as well
forget about it, I guess.... Hey, buddy?"
"Want me to see if I can reach it?"
"Would you do that, buddy? I was just going to say, it looks closer
to you maybe. Christ, buddy, I hate to ask you. If you got down close
to the floor sort of, you could get to it maybe."
He knelt down, and reached for it. But it was too far.
He stretched out on the floor, and tried again. That gave him a little .
more reach. But ~ot enough..
''That's okay, buddy. Just don't bother about it Thanks anyhow. I

I
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appreciate it, just don't bother. I wouldn't give the sawed-off bastard
the satisfaction, frankly, after the way he did. Stepping back like that.
Just don't bother about it, buddy."
It was comfortable, down here. The deck was no harder than the
bench. Probably about as clean. To be still here a while. Still.
Coolon the floor, and the tile cool against his face. He looked at
the black trough of plaster between two of the tiles. It had waves along
the edges. The waves were the wake that· was left when the plasterer
drew the tip of his spatula along. They were frozen in, from when the
plaster set.
Something he had meant to do. The cigarette.
Let it alone. Just let it be. To be still here. Just rest.
BUT AFTER A TIME, he stood up again, carefully so as to keep from getting dizzy, and unbuttoned his shirt. The collar of it was grimy. The
whole thing was~ It used to be a good shirt. He had got a stack of shirts
once, with part of the payoff at the end of a trip.
He took it off, and knelt do\YD once again, and slid it along the floor.
I t looped around the cigarette, and swept it on in towards him. And
all the way. He took the cigarette out of the folds of the shirt. It was
a Pall Mall. For wherever particular people congregate. He laid his
shirt on the bench.
"What kind you smoke, mac?"
"Buddy, it don't make me no difference. You just reach over here,
buddy, and take these matches. All I ask, save me just a couple of
drags on it."
"Here. You smoke it first."
He reached through, and felt around to give it to the m~. The man
was protesting, You smoke some of it first, buddy, you go ahead, but
then their hands met, and he stopped. Kiwi heard the match against
the folder, and smelled the smoke then, and then a drift of smoke
floated out into the corridor. The man sighed.
"You KNOW SOMETHING, BUDDY?"
He would be just as glad, now, if the man would stop talking for a
while. This must be the letdown. A big deal to get a letdown from.
What if you got elected President some day.
"Buddy? "I say you know something? I was wrong about you. Before,
you know? When that little squirt brought me back here,- and I was
waiting on him to unlock this door, I noticed you the way you were
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looking us over, and I figured you for a kind of bastard. I did. I didn't
know for a long time if I ought to try to say something to you even,
see if you had a smoke or anything. I thought you were just one of
these people that didn't give a damn. It wasn't anything personal now,
I admire somebody that would look a cop over in his own jail. I just
thought that was the kind of guy you were. And then you got down
on the floor; and you even took your shirt off and used it. Man, I was
sure wrong. I'm glad to admit it I was. I want to apologize to you,
buddy, right here and now."
It was time he put his shirt back on. He picked it up, and smelled it.
Pretty bad. But it was smelling that way before he got here. Once a
shirt got like that, it never got clean again.
"Listen, son."
If the man would quiet down.
,''They'll be letting you out, see, right away now. That's all they do
when they vag you, see, is hold you overnight. They're glad to get rid
of you. But listen. I want to give you a little friendly advice; if you
don't mind. You mind if I give you a little hint, sort of?"
"Okay."
"Aye hell, buddy. I'm just trying to help you out a little, is all. All it
is, don't ever, buddy, don't ever, look a cop in the eye. IJadmire somebody that would, like I told you, but that's the worst thing you can do
, to get a cop sore at you. Is look him in the eye. They just don't like it,
buddy."
Down the corridor, somebody coughed. Again, and he was having a
spell of coughing then. That wouldn't stop, and still wouldn't, and he
was barking and strangling. It let go of him finally. He sounded like he
had been mnning a long way.
Across the corridor, a shape on the bench in that cell stirred. Sat up,
and yawned.
.
"Here you are, son," the man said. "Few good drags still left on this
thing. Ihad my share. It's all yours now."
He reached through the bars again, and fumbled to meet the man's
hand.
''You got it, buddy? Yeah, here we are. Don't burn your fingers
now."
He got a finger burned anyway. Most of the cigarette was smoked
away.
On the left, the door was being unlocked again. And once more the
cop was coming down the corridor. Two of them. The short one, and
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a big one. They went to the far end, and worked back one cell at a
time, right and left, unlocking the cells, herding the people along.
A DOORWAY that opened onto a wide alley. It was the exit from the
jail. The entrance into the streets, the outside. To getting started
again. Ain't no ships here, friend. Baltimore, where they were. Raining.
Thin and drifting, but that was not the reason he was waiting. The
sudden openness had him off balance, and he didn't want to venture
any farther just yet.
Then, a cop was standing alongside him.
"Raining," the cop said.
It was' the short one. He was wearing a visored cap with a plastic
rain-cover over it, and a black slicker buttoned to his chin.
"Good day for sleeping, though. Go home and get me some sleep
now. I need it too. You fellows sure as hell gave me a hard time last
night."
The man sounded cheerful. On a ship, he remembered, he used to
be in a good mood himself, when the end of the watch came and he
was going off duty. He turned up his jacket collar, and pulled'the zipper as high as it
went. He should have kept his heavy jacket. Or else his raincoat. He
should have done a lot of things. He couldn't keep standing here,
though. Figure out which way, and get on the highway headed north.
This cop would know which street to take. It wasn't likely he'd be
telling, though. The game he played with his ci
e, he probably
wouldn't give away directions to get out of to
d:her.
,The fellow in the other cell was right.
ad said Out by ten, and
that was how it happened. Vagrancy.
t was the charge, and the
magistrate said fifteen dollars. Dumb bastard, if anybody had fifteen
dollars they wouldn't be, vagrant in the first place. Fine suspended.
Don't want to see you around here anymore, fellow.
The cop was still standing there. All buttoned up.
~
"Always feel peculiar, coming out here in the morning." To himself
mostly, looking more or less ahead of him.
Kiwi glanced at him. Maybe the guy would after all tell him directions for getting to the highway. But the cop was gazing straight ahead
now, and he decided against asking. And to stop fooling around. Get
started.
"Broke, fellow?"
It took him a while to ,realize what the cop had said. And a while
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longer to begin getting an answer together. For he was broke, not a
penny not a cent, and it would be in order to say something or other
to him, Thank you, something or other, to indicate he was talking out
of tum. It Was no cop's affair whether or not he was broke.
"Because I can let you have fifty cents if you are." And turned then,
and faced him. "Four bits do you any good?"
He shook his head. "Thanks anyway."
"You mean you don't want it?"
'Thanks anyway."
"Goddamn it, fellow, you're broke, aren't you? They picked you up
for bumming, didn't they? Jesus Christ, I offer you four bits and all
you do is stand there and shake your head?"
He watched him. They had picked him up for looking at them.
The cop was snarling. "Go on. Down the street with you, before I
run you in again." He was stalking away. Red-faced, rigid.
''WAIT.''
Shoving on past him.
~
"Will you wait a minute? Damn right four bits will do me some
good. If you got it, I'll take it. Jesus."
"I'd think you would." The cop was unbuttoning his slicker, digging in a pocket. "Seen the time I'd be glad to get fifty cents, friend.
Here."
Four bits. FIat and heavy, fifty cent piece. Coffee. Some food. What
you could do with fifty cents.
The cop was overriding his thanks, buttoning his slicker again,
smoothing the lapels. Growling. All right, it's all right., never mind.
Heading down the alley then, striding along. And reaching the sidewalk, turning. ,Gone.
FIFTY CENTS. Round, flat, heavy and warm in his hand. Fishing worms
were ten for a nickel. Ten times ten made a hundred.
He slipped it into his pocket. Gave the zipper of his jacket a pull,
and left the doorway. First to get som~breakfast. Then the route
north. It ought not to be hard to find/It might stop raining soon. If
it didn"t, just have to go ahead and hitc~hike in the rain. He would be
out of the mountains by tonight. And by tomorrow, good lu~k getting rides, he would be in Baltimore. Day after tomorrow, if he had
any kind of luck at all.
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ANTHONY CAM

THE WOODEN INDIAN ON THE WESTERN PLAINS

Bldw, Brother Wind,
Blow me to red dust.
I have come back from the world of buildings
And the buildings are full of sly men:
Sly men in- celIars
Burying their unnecessary victims;
Sly men without scars loitering in corridors;
Sly sly the men with other men's wives;
And sly those at the ambush of windows
Watching their enemies foul their enemies;
Sly the poor, drooling at tables of the slyer rich;
Men and women sly in their dreams, where alI may poison unpunished;
Sly fathers to chtldren,
And children sly and innocent in their homes
Which they only wait to abandon;
Sly the good friend who fails the midnight meeting
With the sworn friend who is not waiting anyhow;
Sly days and sly nights
Whether in safe rooms or on treacherous rooftops;
Sly in the quietly opening door, sly in the cracks of the woodwork;
I have come back to the trails now covered with steel;
White men carved me, they bled me with sly colors;
Then blow, Brother Wind, grind me grain by grain to silent dark-red dust.

THOMAS PETRY

SNOW FILLED...

Snow filled
a mouse grey
seed pod
on a stiff
brown stalk
stands
staunchly
in the wind.
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JOHN HOUGHTON ALLEN

TWO RIDING SONGS
,Thousands we came,
Carelessly clad,
Bearing carbines,
(Lightly our scars )
Thundering through
Barranca and mad
Screaming of hell
To the stars.
Crying a curs~
Eagerly glad,
Breathing the hate
Born of our wars.
(Many red wounds
Under the stars.)
From desert
And hill and worse we cam~
Gathering
Our horses by the roadFoam-mouthed
They were,
Wild as the flame,
Charging down

-

_.;~

1-

Great landscapes agoad.
We were the last
To leave these plains.
You heard
Our trappings,
The shout of our chieftains,
\You heard
The hooves
On the white road quaking,
Our horses' hearts
(They were eager)
Breaking.
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ROBERT BURLINGAME

DESERT IRONWOOD

Like lead (but not mahogany)
it will sink in water, though water seldom
touches it. It roots only in warmest-wombed
earth-heavy, remote as a Papago,
and impossible to cut.
No man (or woman) should look upon it casually. It demands
fixed attention, stag's gaze tied
to a bath-naked Athena-this taIm beauty
branched beneath the weight of licentious heat.
Ironwood. The name stands for glory,
raiment so subtle only a god's eye may know it.
But who will overlook its midnight shade, the
limbs firm, dusk-grey, deepforked? Who
will refuse its dark noon of love-forever green?

JESSE STUART

OUR WINTER
Our winter mountains here are desolate
Where austere lines are written on the sky;
A chicken hawk flies over With his mate,
High in the cold he gives his hunger cry.
Our com is husked but fodder's standing out
Where cornstalks glisten on the barren hill;
Cold, biting winds blow fodder blades about,
Light weakling things bend to the wind's strong will.
These gray-starved hills are cold and empty now I
Where birds fly over hunting scattered grain, ;
Birds that found sustenance behind my plow
In spring and summer, search this field again.
These scanty grains the hungry birds' have found
Scattered from ears where foddershocks once stood
Birds cannot peck loose from the frozen ground,
Another winter night, they won't have food.
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GHOST HOUSES

Even in a quiet death
There is a certain violence which explodes,
Just like the silences of empty houses.
See how those houses on a condemned street
Form a ghostly trinityChaos and upheaval rimming every sideAnd wait for wreckers who will move them
To better sites, lusher altars
In the names of progress, politics, urban renewal.
I

With inscrutable dignity they stand,
Empty,
Basements disemboweled, pipes plunged out of cesspools:
Mark how just like these one day
Man shall leave the earth,
Not quite as silently, but with a cosmic roar
That will violate the blameless atmosphere
And empty every house of all its violence..

ETHEL BARNET!" DE

vrro

SONG

Are you the same or different, my darling?
I do not know, I swear I do not know:
I cannot hold that memory, my darling,
Near enough so difference might show.

a

If the grasses are less green than last year's grasses,

The roses sweeter, or the opposite,
The birds full of a melody that surpasses,
The leafing willows slimmer by a bit,
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Who's to recall, excepting in the mind:
The sly, deceiving mind, so like the weather,
Mercurial, ambivalent, even blind Not to be trusted one day to another.
Are you the same or different, my darling?
I cannot tell. My eyes of mind, I vow,
Tell nothing, only that you're here, my darling,
And same or different, mine, at least for now.

FRANCES ELEONORE SCHLUNEGER

BUT HE KNEW ME

I walked into the wintery fields
Between the dusk and darkThe dog that died walked by my side,
But none could hear him bark,
And none descry him there but I
Who went with loneliness. . . .

f

How often must the heart preclude
The entrance of despair,
And find its ease in fantasies
Too intimate to share, .
Or take a wraith and call it faith,
And so by faith progress!
tJ

'.

I wandered through the countryside
When suddenly there came
A strange lost dog in wind and fogI could not call his name,
But he knew me, and joyously
And proudly walked me home.
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PHILIP LEGLER

PROCLAMATION
In a summer's morning
What does one say
Faced by a mountain?Cloud mists hang over
Peaks I can't see;
It's in my backyard,
Thirty miles 'from 'here.

A hawk or an eagle
Circles above it,
Bobcats and foxes
Den in its forests,
A clear stream runs
Under its bedrock.
How personal we are
In a public place.

Poetry Contributors
~ JOHN HOUGHTON Au.EN, poet,
short story writer, and polo player
has been spending this year on the
West Coast, Monterey and points
north. He finds the artistic ambient
of the Peninsula not greatly different' from that of :New Orleans
where he spent last year. He has
published in Holiday, True, Southwest Review and NMQ and is the
author of Southwest, Translations,
and Song to Randado.
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ROBERT BURLINGAME holds degrees from the University of New
Mexico, received the PhD. from
Brown, was a Fulbright scholar at
the University of London and is professor of English at Texas Western
College, El Paso. His poems have
been published in more than a
dozen litenuy reviews and in Best
Poems of l~}iI: Bore.rtone Mountain
Poetry Awards. Uniquely, he attrIbutes the influence of painters on his
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development as a poet, yet, conceming poetry, writes, "I am beginning
to feel that all experience is precious.
These past two or three years, the
desert has been my experience in
various ways. I am still trying to find
words for it."
W ANrnONY CAM believes that
association with fellow writers,
"even jealous association," is a bit
of a help in England, has been of
considerable help on the Continent,
and is no good here. Painters? yes;
but writers? no. He should know
whereof he speaks as he was born
in London and bas since vagabonded through most of Europe and
the United States "talking, talking,
talking." Greatest influence in his
life was his late friend and mentor,
John Stiller; on his writing, Robert
Graves. He lives now in Norfolk,
Virginia.
~ It is rather astonishing to realize
that ETHEL BARNETI' DE Vrro,
whose' verses have appeared in Poetry, New Yorker, Saturday Evening
Post and now, for the third time, in
NMQ, does not rewrite at all. Moreover, while she has no quarrel with
regular, planned, writing on schedule, which she admits must be
"much· more productive," she herself writes only as the spirit moves,
between housewifely duties, at her
home in Norwood, Massachusetts.
~A graduate· of Washington
Square College who received the
M.A. from New York University,
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SUZANNE HENle was a writing fellow
at University of Iowa's famous writers' workshop. She believes association with other writers beneficial
"only if the ego is not easily bruised.
The competition arising from such
contact can be stimulating or devastating. I find it somewhat of both."
She is teaching English at State
University College, New Paltz, New
York, and working on a biography
of the late Eda Lou Walton, New
Mexico poet, her poetry mentor and
"most important influence during
college years." Her first verse collection, The Year of the Drago~ is in
prospect. She bas published in New
York Times, Experiment, and other
magazines.
~ Dutton published two ERNEsT
KROLL verse collections. His American Panels is forthcOming. Magazines publishing his work include
the New Yorker, Atlantic Monthly,
Harpers, Virginia Quarterly, Poetry,
and Yale, Antioch and. San Fran.p

cisco Reviews; also, since 19~, this
Quarterly. RepreseJlted in Gentlemen, Scholars and Scoundrels, the
best of Harper's since 1850, he received, too, the Borestone Mountain Award for his Cape Hom.
Eighteen years in Washington as
State Department information officer have afforded him little opportunity and less· inclination to hobnob with other poets. "The medium
dealing with the medium is the serpent devouring its tail," Kroll feels.
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Change of View is a collec- Empire and Cats Magazines as well
tion of poems by PHILIP LEGLER as poetry magazines.
published last year by the University ~ The poem by GENE SHUFORD .
of Nebraska Press. He was in the in this issue won the Michael Sloane
South Pacific during World War Memorial Fellowship Award, Poetry
lIt coming out a sergeant. For a Society of Americats first prize.
while he taught at New Mexico Others by Shuford, .who is director
.' Highlands University and is now of journalism at North Texas State
3:Ssistant professor of English at University in Dento~ have ap~weet Briar. His poems have been peared in Scribner's, Saturday Eve. published in Prame Schooner, Po- ning Po~ New Republic, Kaleido~
;; etry, Poetry N ortbwes~ Perspective, graph, Southwest Review, Frontier
Commonweal, Chicago Choice, & Midland, South and West and
NMQ, Western and Southwest Re- NMQ. In nine years, he has wdn
views, and i~ the Random House seventeen annual awards of the
anthology Midland.
Poetry Society of Texas. In 1964 he
won
the "book-brochure" contest of
~ THOMAS B. PETRY, executive
director of Education Television South and West, Inc., publishers
Council of Central New York and in Forth Smith, Arkansas.
formerly assistant director of the ~ JESSE STUARTS stories of the
U.S. Office of Education educational Kentucky hills around his native
television, has spent years in the Greenup are known to thousands.
communications field, including One of the best, Taps for Private
three, 1957-60, as producer-director Tussie, was a best-seller which won
and program, production, and public a twenty-five hundred dollar prize.
relations manager of KNME-TV, Frequently his verse has won prizes
Albuquerque. He was well prepared also, since his classict Man with. a
for his duties with a B.FA. in drama Bun Tongue Plow, first brought him
from Chicago's Art Institute. A cou- to public attention. Although he has
ple of years ago in New Yor~ he written for many magazines, he feels
took time off from al job at CBS to best about writing for university
qualify for the MA. at Columbia. quarterlies, "for they are publishing
He now lives in Washington, D.C.
some of the finest and most original
~ FRANCIS E. SCBLUNEC~ Tulsa things being written in t1lis counpoet and artist, has published in try." His lecture tour for the State
Good Housekeeping, Ladies' Home Department last year set a record
Journal, Cosmopolitant Radio TV for distance and time-five months
Mirror, Cbristian Century, Togethert around the world, 372 appearances.
New York Times, and Herald-Tn"'" Yet three more books will appear in
unCt Ave M,aria, The Messag~ and .1964..(iS·
•
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Le Roy Condie

MY NAME IS HOPE MARTINE

My NAME IS HOPE MARTINE. I am sixteen years old. In the Navajo
way I am seventeen, because my mother bore meat the cornfields
when the com was ready to eat. Therefore I have· had seventeen
winters.
This is how I got my name. When I was awee yazhe, just a little
baby, my mother took me to the school. It was on that day when the
nurse was there. My mother spoke to the Navajo man who could
talk in two tongues. "Ask the woman in white if my baby will live."
The nurse said, "Tell Tolnas Bah that I hope so."
Then the nurse wrote my name on naaltsoos, the white paper. She
said, "We will name her Hope." The Navajo man told my mother
this. My mother laughed.
They tell me that Martine is not a Navajo name. They say it is
a Naakaii, Mexican, name.
My mother died when I was very young. I can think of her only
in a small way. My father lives. He has no sheep_ He drinks much of
the wine. I do nat feel drawn toward my father.
When I am not at school I live with Shinali, my grandmother from
my father's clan. When my mother died my grandmother brought
me to her hogan. There was· need for a small one to live in her hogan.
My grandmother is of the Todacheeni, Bitter Water, clan. That
is what she told me. My father is a Todacheeni, too. But I am of the
Kinlecheeni, Red House, clan. That is because my mother was a
Kinlecheeni. That is what my grandmother tells me. Sometimes Shinali laughs. She says, "Here is a Kinlecheeni who lives in the hogan
of a Todacheeni." I am not sure why this is something to make
laughter.
_
There was little food in the hogan of Shinali. For me this was a
good thing, as it caused Shinali to send me to school. When I had
lived nine winters Shinali said something to me. "Bizhee, your father,
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brings no meat to the hogan. He brings little wood to the hogan. He
plants no com. You shall live at the white man's school during the
long nights, the winter months. When the grass grows again you can
come back to the hogan. Sometimes you can come home during the
months of the long nights. You can come home on those days when
the school bell does not ring.
That is how I went to the white man's school.
A good thing came to Shinali when I went to school. To the trading post came a paper. The trader called it a welfare paper. It bore
my grandmother's name. If my grandmother pressed her thumb upon
it, ,it became as money. Then the trader would give my grandmother
sugar and coffee and tomatoes in cans.
It was a soft thing, an easy thing, for me to go to school. At first
I did not know why the white woman wanted the Navajo children
to go to school. I thought about this. "Why does Asdzaan Bilagaana,
the white woman, give food to the Navajo children who go te school?
Why does she give a bed to each child? Why does she give books
and colors and scissors and dolls to the children in school?" After
much thinking I knew why this was so. The white woman believes
bilagaana.bpad, the white man's ton~e, is better than dine~ bizaad,
the NavajO tongue. She wants the children to speak the whIte man's
tongue. So I tried strongly to speak the white man's words. This .
pleased' the white woman. It pleased her also when I learned to read
from the books.
.
When Shinali took me to school that first day the white woman
spoke to the Navajo man who talks in two tongues. "Ask Asdzaan
Martine if it is all right to cut her granddaughter's hair." To this
question my grandmother replied, "000 dal 000 dal" Nol Nol But
when Shinali had gone the Navajo man seated me on a chair and
cut my hair. He cut the hair of many of the girls. He did not cut the
bair of some of the girls. I think it was because their fathers were
naataanii, powerful men, and he feared them.
For three nights I cried in my bed. The Navajo woman who is
mother at school came to my bed. "Shi yazhe,. my little one, why do
you cry?"
"I cry because my bed is not right. It is not like the sheepskin in
Shinali's hogan."
"I will do something to help you find sleep." Then she took charcoal from the stove. She made a mark with it around my finger. "Now
you will sleep, shi yazhe." Soon I found sleep.
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Many days passed.· I t;hought about my grandmother. I thought,
"Many times have come those days when the bell did not ring, but
my grandmother has not come for me. I would like to go to my
grandmother's hogan." Then, one day, I saw my grandmother's wagon.
It was that time of day when the school children play. My grandmother got down from the wagon and came to me. Inside of me I
was happy. I waited to feel her hand upon my head. She saw that my
hair was not now long. Her hand felt of my short harr. She said to
me, in a small voice, "Yaa at eeh, shi yazbe," it is all right.
To the Navajo man she said, "Tell the white woman the small one
will go to her home for two days. At the end of the second day I will
bring her back." My teacher nodded her head.
My teacher said to me, "Hope, write your name on this paper."
On the paper were the names of the children who were going to the
hogan for two days. I understood what my teacher said, and I wrote
my name on the paper. My grandmother saw this. She was pleased.
Near my grandmother's wagon was another wagon. It was nizhoni,
beautiful, like the wagons of the trading 'post. My grandmother's
wagon was not new. It was old, and had no color. There was a Navajo
man at the new wagon. He wore much silver. He 1SPoke to my grandmother. "What child is this?"
My grandmother replied, "This is the daughter of she-who-wentaway. She is of the Kinlecheeni clan."
.
The man said, ''You do well to care for the Kinlecheeni child. I
am of the Kinlecheeni. If you face hunger you may call on me."
My grandmother said, ''Your words are good, but it is far to your
hogan."
At my grandmother's hogan there was something. There was a rug
on the loom. I thought about this. "It has been a long time since my
-grandmother wove the rug. Why does my grandmother weave the
rug on the day that I come home?" When I think about it now I
know why s~e did this. She wished to talk to me.
She said Ito me, "My little one, you shall. weave the rug. I shall
spin the yam." As I sat at the 100m she talked to me. These are some
of the thingS she said.
"It is· good to hear the sound of the weaving, the thump of the
comb and batten, as you near the hogan of a good woman.
"I think you do well at the white man's school. The white man has
many things that are useful to Dineh, The People. Try to get all the
good things you can.
'
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"Some of the white man's ways are upside down. Perhaps some of
the white woman's teachings are upside down. It is given to The
People, the Navajos, to know the right things. Hold to the good
things, but throwaway the bad things.
"I do not like the dress that you wear at the school. Your legs can
be seen by all. You must be careful, my child. When you sit, take care
f that y~u are in modesty.
.
"One of the bad things of the white man is wine. Because of it
your father is but weak, like dibeh yazhe, the lamb, and foolish like
maaii, the coyote.
'
"One of the upside down things the white man did was to ,take
away the sheep. The white man said, 'The Navajos shaJl have few
sheep, then there will be more grass.' That is upside down. The
People know that when there are many sheep the rain gods will
favor the land, and the grass will be abundant.
"My child, when I was but small I walked The Long Walk. By my
mother's side I walked The Long Walk. All the Navajos walked The
Long Walk, back from the plains-of New Mexico. For five years, on
the plains of New Mexico, the white man sought to teach the Nava.jos to live in ~e white man's way. It was a hard thing. It could not
be. The Navajos cannot follow the plow. The Navajo way is the way
i of happiness.
"Go to the white man's school. Learn to talk the white man's
tongue. Learn to understand naaltsoos, the paper that talks. When
it is all done, come back to the Place Of The Navajos. Choose a man,
perhaps of the Dibeklizhini, the Black Sheep clan, or of the Tsinazhini, the Burned Tree clan, to come to your hogan. These things you
have learned from the white man will help you to outwit him. You
can live near him and not be fooled by his upside down ways. You
can count the money that the trader gives back to you when you buy
goods."
It was good to be home, but that night on my sheepskin I wished
for my. bed at the school.

IT IS THE YEAR 1955. It is now that I am sixteen years of age. For five
years I have been away at school in the place called Phoenix. In the
summers I have come home. Only in the winters have I been away.
My grandmother is now very old. Her eyes do not see the trail to
the place Of the water. A small one .goes with her to the place of the
water. The small one brings the wood for the fire.
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In the spring when I came home from school my grandmother said
to me, "My child, I do not remember well. How many winters are
you?"
"I am now seventeen winters."
"Have you not yet become a woman?"
"Yes, my grandmother. I became a woman three years ago. It was
at the school that I knew I had become a woman."
At this news my grandmother placed her hand quickly to her
mouth. It was on this night that she talked to my father. As I lay
on my sheepskin I learned that tomorrow we would make ready for
that ceremony that is done when a girl becomes a woman.
I thought ~bout this. I thought, "Inside of me I am not like a
Navajo girl. I have been long beyond the shadows of the Four Mountains. And there is the tall boy at school. He is of those who take the
peyote. He follows the new way. We have talked much together.
Would he be pleased to know of this ceremony?"
And then I thought, "There is beauty in the ceremony. It is the
Navajo way. I have seen other girls in their ceremonies. It made them
happy. Perhaps it will not be well with me ifI do not do this thing."
There were many things to make ready. I must grind much com.
There must be meat I washed my Navajo dress. My grandmother
washed my hair in the yucca water. At night I found soap in my
suitcase. I went to the place of the water and bathed myself. The
other girls had worn much turquoise and silver, but there was little
jewelry in the hogan of my grandmother.
The people came. Many people came. It is said to be a good thing
to be present at a ceremony.. There were many wagons, and many
children, and many dogs.
It was the second day. Darkness had come. The fire had burned
long in the pit where the ceremonial bread was to be made. My
father took the shovel to remove the ashes from the fire pit. He
walked in a strange manner, as does the new born lamb when it
makes the first steps. He almost fell into the pit. Some of the men
laughed. Then I knew. They were dmnk on the wine.
I knew who had brought the wine to my ceremonial. It was Yellow
Singer. I do not like Yellow Singer.
Now another man fell. He fell in a way to cause the bread batter
to spill on the ground. I did not know what to do. At the cornfields
were my mother's people. But I did not know them. They were as
strangers to me.
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"Some of the white man's ways are upside down. Perhaps some of
the white woman's teachings are upside down. It is given to The
People, the Navajos, to know the right things. Hold to the good
things, but throwaway the bad things.
"I do not like the dress that you wear at the school. Your legs can
be seen by all. You nittst be careful, my child. When you sit, take care
that you are in modesty.
"One of the bad things of the white man is wine. Because of it
your father is but weak, h"ke dJ.oeh yazhe, the lamb, and foolish like
maaii, the coyote.
"One of the upside down things the white marl did was to take
away the sheep. The white man said, 'The Navajos shall have few
sheep, then there will be more grass.' That is upside down. The
People know that when there are many sheep the rain gods will
favor the land, and the grass will be abundant.
"My child, when I was but small I walked The Long Walk. By my
mother's side I walked The Long Walk. All the Navajos walked The
Long Walk, back from the plains of New Mexico. For five years, on
the plains of New Mexico, the white man sought to teach the Navajos to live in the white man's way. It was a hard thing. It could not
be. The Navajos cannot follow the plow. The Navajo way is the way
of happiness."Go to the white man's school. Learn to talk the white man's
tongue. Learn to understand naaltsoos, the paper that talks. When
it is all done, come back to the Place Of The Navajos. Choose a man,
perhaps of the Dibeklizhini, the Black Sheep clan, or of the Tsinazhini, the Burned Tree clan, to come to your hogan. These things you
have learned from the white man will help you to outwit him. You
can live near him and not be fooled by his upside down ways. You
can count the money that the trader gives back to you when you buy
goods."
It was good to be home, but that night on my sheepskin I wished
for my bed at the school.

IT IS THE YEAR 1955. it is now that I am sixteen years of age. For five
years I have been away at school in the place called Phoenix. In the
summers I have come home. Only in the winters have I been away.
My grandmother is now very old. Her eyes do not see the trail to
the place of the water. A small one goes with her to the place of the
water. The small one brings the wood for the fire.
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In the spring when I came home from school my grandmother said
to me, "My child, I do not remember well. How many winters are
you?"
"I am now seventeen winters."
"Have you not yet become a woman?"
\
"Yes, my grandmother. I became a woman three years ago. It was
at the school that I knew I had become a woman."
At this news my grandmother placed her -hand quickly to her
mouth. It was on this night that she talked to my father. As I lay
on my sheepskin I learned that tomorrow we would make ready· for
that ceremony that is done when a girl becomes a woman.
I thought about this. I thought, "Inside of me I am not like a
Navajo girl. I have been long beyond the shadows of the Four Mountains. And there is the tall boy at school. He is of those who take the
peyote. He follows the new way. We have talked much together.
Would he be pleased to know of this ceremony?"
And then I thought, ''There is beauty in the ceremony. It is the
Navajo way. I have seen other girls in their ceremonies. It made them
happy. Perhaps it will not be well with me if I do not do this thing."
. There were many thi_ngs to make ready. I ";lust grind much com.
There must be meat. I washed my Navajo chess. My grandmother
washed my hair in the yucca water. At night I found soap in my
suitcase. I went to the place of the water and bathed myself.. The
other girls had worn much turquoise and silver, but there was little
jewelry in the hogan of my grandmother.
The people came. Many people came. It is said to be a good thing
to be present at a ceremony. There were many wagons,· and many
children, and many dogs.
It was the second day. Darkness had come. The· fire had burned
long in the pit where the ceremonial bread was to be made. My
father took the shovel to remove the ashes from the fire pit. He
walked in a strange manner, as does the new born lamb when it
makes the first steps. He almost fell into the pit. Some of the men
laughed. Then I knew. They were drunk on the wine.
I knew who had brought the wine to my ceremonial. It was Yellow
Singer. I do not like Yellow Singer.
Now another man fell. He feU in a way to cause the bread -batter
to spill on the ground. I did not know what to do.. At the cornfields
were my mother's people. But I did not know them. They' were as
strangers to me.
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I ran. I cried as I ran. I ran along a small trail through the willows.
There was fear inside me.- It is in the darkness that one: is in danger
from Yeii Nal Dloshi, the Wolf Man. Then I saw something. It was
the road to the school. I ran on this road.
At the school I went to the teacher's door. When I cried no more
I told her about my ceremonial. I told her it had gone bad. She talked
to me in a soft voice. It made me feel better. Then I said, "I want
to stay at the little school until it is time to go away to the big
school."
The man teacher said, "It would be better if you went back home.
Could you not live at home until the big bus comes to take you away
to school?"
At this I cried more strongly. The woman teacher said, "I do not
think it will offend her people if we let her stay here."
So I lived at the little school until the big bus came. I went one
day to my grandmother's hogan and got my suitcase. I was ready for
the big bus when it came to take the older boys and girls back to
Phoenix.
When spring comes I will stay here in the city. I will work here.
I can go to the hospital and learn to be a nurse. The hospital will
pay me while I learn.
I have learned that my grandmother is no longer in the Place of
the Navajos. She has gone to a place where the white man cares for
the old people.
I do not think I shall go back to Navajoland.
i

~ I.E Roy CONDm states that life began for him at 47 when he broke
away. from a desk at Sears-Roebuck where he had been writing catalogue
copy and headed home to the Southwest. He qualifies as a Southwesterner
having been born in "Lion Canyon Country," Hamilton's Fort, Utah. In
1961, he received the Ph.D. from the University of New Mexico and now -_
mns his "own little vanity press," the monthly pictorial Indian Education
Newsletter, mailed to about fifteen hundred teachers in the Southwest. He
says the greatest experience of his life was his first two· years on the
Reservation, "a mixture of anguish and joy." He lives now in Albuqu€7que
and his title is Language Consultant, Division of Indian Education for
the State of New Mexico.
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GENE SHUFORD

SONATA FOR THE TIME AFTER SUNDAY
1.

The Wind on any Winter Night

The wind on any winter night can snuff out all the stars,
all the burning candles of the world;
Then comes the end of burning: great pines consume
themselves in dark, old old demons go on cracking
stones in the mountains,
And night blossoms, bla~ the oldest timethe echoes of the heart whose haunches shiver
above hearthstones carboned by fires
Ten thousand and t~ thousand and ten thousand years ago.
Somewhere a song is drummed with a dinosaur's rotten jawbone
and medallions of time etch themselves in lost
hieroglyphs upon the eyeless skY;
No one can sing the picture words, no one at all,
but the music goes on and on and on
Echoing in velvet flame down some lost canyon:
echoing and echoing
and echoing
and echoing. . . .
Now can you hear? I mean really:
All the lost words, the picture words, the old old songsAll the lost songs, sung by our forgotten souls
Ten thousand and ten thousand and ten thousand years ago?
2.

In Memoriam for All of Us

The big pine burned this morning
and today's radio shatters the air
with the jagged news of his death.
But if :rou really knew what burning finger,
what burning brain cell touched the trigger-the whythen you wOlfd have the answers:
~
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why the big fish got away from all of us,
~
what makes the aficionados hoarse on a sunny afternoon,
, and whose blood is soaked up in the sand of the bull ring.
Let's face it: we will put his picture on the magazine covers,
and next week or the next the dream-child features of Bardot,
but not the talented derriere they all study in her movies.
We'll fill a whole magazine with what they felt in Madrid
or in Moscow or in Italy when the news came he was dead.
And who is to say which holds the greater significance, .
the old man of the sea lashed to his dream fish
or the girl with the bird's nest hair
so close herself to that burning that her face on the magazine cover,
alive, is in itself a miracle, a resurrection?
Let.us all dream quietly: the big pines climb out of the forest .
and draw the lightning first when the Great Storm comes.
Like he said, Baby,
the forest fires will get around
to all the rest of us in due time.
Just stick around, Baby.
Just stick around.
3. Pick This Flower for Tomorrow

now in the dry years there is no turning out the light
not even beyond the precipice over which we are faIling
or in the cold dawn of shoveling dead fish out of gutters.
the smoke smothers the roses and the town smells of musk
howling owls fill the eaves with feathers
and on winter mornings the icicles shatter like crushed ivory
in the anterooms of dead kings. Corpses are on the balconies
of the emperors and in the pistol shot of dawn
the world crumples like a fallen window shade.
If you live among trees you will have to find the mountains
and in the night sing with the broken guitars.
There is no time for smoking in bed, no time at all at all:
men are stumbling down stairs to the cobblestones of skulls,
shouting at the banners in the roar of rockets,
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dancing to the dying fall of petals
perfuming the caskets like a bad dream in an emptied saloon.
The mirror is broken and someone has shot out the lights
and the whiskey tastes like stale cigar ash
ground into the eyes of dead warriors brandishing SPears
in the foxholes of the past.
t.·
Can you really see
beydnd the cracked mirror?
Fill up the glass.
Fill it brimming full, he said-I will drink
it down to the dregged stars,
to the brawling dark, to the last smile on someone's lips.
,To the last kiss given day before yesterday
in the immortal afternoon of a dying world.

ERNEST KROU.

LINES FOR A BANTAM
In Memoriam: Hughie McPadden

He flourished in his time in green tights,
The bantam scourge, and in his own class
. Ruled the rope and canvas world.
But, never having seen him strike a blow
Or shuffle wisely in his celebrated stance,
. Who would believe this of him,
Old, a slight figure in the streets,
Toothless, and with an unholy bloom
About the nose and cheeks?
ThOse who knew him saw him go
Wrapped in a faded aura of vanished prowess, .
Lingering out a live oblivion.
Toward the end he stalled a little,
Not like his old self, taking knocks,
Holding on as loath to be counted outTill death moved in to make of him
Less than the shadow that he used to box.

..
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The Novels of William Eastlake
Delbert E. Wylder
'.

•

IT SEEMS TO BE A MAXIM in the publishing industry that -all books
written about that territory west of Kansas City and east of the California state line are to be caned "Westerns," and that they shall all be
treated in very much the same manner. Usually it is their fate to go
from a first hardbound edition to paperback and then to be forgotten
completely. The lesser ones start out in paperback. Newspaper reviewers write a paragraph or two about them. Literary critics do not
bother with them. Like the stereotyped television gunslinger, the
novel with a Western setting can seldom live down its reputation. On
occasion, one does-for example Walter Van Tilburg Clark's The OxBow Incident....:.and for a time it is treated by critics and the reading
public as "literature," but a sudden rash of movies and TV dram~s
about lynchings soon destroys, or at least tarnishes, the reputation qf
a successful work. In a sense, it is unfortunate that all'three of William Eastlake's novels have been set in the West, more specifically the
Southwest, even more specifically New Mexico and the surrounding
areas. Go In Beauty and The Bronc People have gone ·the way of all
"Westerns" and are at present out-of-print. Eastlake's most recent
novel, Portrait of an Artist with Twenty-six Horses, also is set in New
Mexico and unfortunately may follow the same pattern despite its
delightful title-unfortunately, because Eastlake's novels are neither
the stereotyped 'Westerns," nor are they regional Southwestern novels any more than William Faulkner's novels are "Southern" or regional novels of the South.
Just as Faulkner'created his Yoknapatawpha County out of the area
surrounding Oxford, Mississippi, William Eastlake is creating a fictional area in the "Checkerboard" region of the. Navajo reservation
and its adjacent a.reas in northern New Mexico. His characters live
and die in a physical setting that often has dominated the works of
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lesser writers 7 turning their expressions into regionalistic descriptions.
D. H. Lawrence once received a letter from Leo Stein which described
the New Mexico landscape as the most Uaesthetically satisfyin~7 he
knew7and Lawrence commented in an article for Survey Graphic that
"To me it was much more than that. It had a splendid silentterror7
and a vast far-and-wide magnificence which made it way beyond mere
aesthetic appreciation. Never is the light more pure and overweening
than there7 arching with a' royalty almost cruel over the hollow, uptilted world. For it is curious. that the land which had produced mddem political democracy at its highest pitch should give one the greatest sense of overweenin~ terrible proudness and mercilessness; b~t so
beautiful, Godl so beautifull H
It is a dangerous country for novelists. Because of its very magnitude, its terror, its magn#icence, its beauty7 its fascinating history, and
its mingling of cultures, it has a tendency to overpower the artist. He
becomes so involved with the uromanceH of the country or its history
or its people that his r~ulting work can be thought of only as regional
-as "local color 7-literature. But this is not true of Eastlake and his
novels. Eastlake is a writer who, like the Ernest Hemingway of The
Sun Also Rises and A Farewell to Arms, keeps a tight ~ein on his materials7 using phy'sical descriptions to suggest or enIJrge ideological
content. He uses7 then7 the New Mexico landscape7 history7'and people not for ornament but for the enhancement of meaning. Reading
Eastlake7 one is always aware of the d~ert, the mesa, the mountain,
the Sky7 in all their color and beauty7' their proudness and mercilessness7but one is also aware that they may be the symbol of "home/' or
of the "cradleHor the ucoffinH of civilization.
It is not by accident that Faulkner and Hemingway have been mentioned, for Eastlake appears to have been shaped by both writers. His
first novel, Go In Beauty, shows the Hemingway influence at its
strongest. But a word about influences. One should remember that
Hemingway himself said in Green Hills of Africa that a "classicH can
"steal from anything that it is better than. . . . HThis is not to suggest
that Go In Beauty is a uclassicH (The Bronc People, yes), nor that
Eastlake is guilty of theft. It is only that Eastlake has adapted some of
the Hemingway and Faulkner techniques to his oWn purposes and has
made them his own.
Go In Beauty :is,~":rather exceptional first novel. It is the story of
the Bowmans, Alexander and George, and the sibling rivalry that
eventually leads to Mexander's destruction. Alexander, a writer, sins
.
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by commission-he runs away with George's wife, Perrete. Having become successful as a writer through his stories of the "Indian Country," he gradually deteriorates, both as writer and man, until, in quiet
desperation, he places himself in position to be murdered. George, the
trader, is as guilty, though his sin is one of omission. Unable to understand, accept, and forgive-partly because of his own guilt following a
childhood incident-he tries again and again unsuccessfully ~te
the letter that would bring Alexander "home." But it is the mystic
interrelationship between man's sins and nature that proves most interesting in the novel. Both sins are against the land. The prediction
of the Navajo medicine man, Paracelsus, that a "theft" will cause a
drouth, and the drouth that results, are central to the novel. Although
there are chapters devoted to the satirical treatment of modem society, .
the 1mood 9f Greek tragedy is felt as an undercurrent" throughout the
novel-a mood which Lawrence had felt, and which Eastlake creates
through his treatment of the land and the oracle-like Paracelsus.
Eastlake's second, most ambitious, and most successful novel is The
Bronc People. From the opening pages, with the description of the
Circle Heart herd and the rifle fight between the white owner of the
Circle Heart and the Negro owner of the new Circle R over the fencing-in of water, symbolism extends the meaning of the localized incidents into universals of the condition of man. Two Indians watch
quietly from the rocks as the men fire at one another, the Negro from
his house, the white man "from behind a sandstone concretion,almost
round, that had come down from the Eocene cliff that circled around
and made all of the firing echo." The shots echo from Eocene cliffs,
thus enlarging symbolically this battle into the battles of all men, for
Eocene figuratively refers to the earliest era and is specifically an epoch
in the period when the mammals became the dominant animal. The
Indians watch passively, for their war aheady has been lost. They discuss the philosophical aspects of war-of whether anyone ever knows
what wars are all about-concluding that, "As long as people are involved they're about something." They question the white man hidden in the rocks below them, wanting to know, in the first place, why
he is firing, and second, why he doesn't fire faster. His first answef is
that he wants to "get away" with his cattle. His answer to the second
question introduces a concept that is reinforced later on a larger scale.
"You've lost your nerve?" one of the Indians asked.
"I don't want to hurt anyone down there."
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"Then why are you firing the gun?"
"So he does not fire at me."
The two Indians looked at each other.
"Ob," they said.

.

Later, it is the reader who thinks "Oh," when two boys ride high
into the mountains overlooking Los Alamos, and one suggests a shortcut.
"Why don't we just go over the top there? It would save time."
"No, they got her all fenced off. They got a secret city up there."
"Secret city?"
"Yeah."
"Los Alamos?"
''Yeab.''
''To blow up the world?"
''Yeab. It's before somebody else does it."

Eastlake's technique of the parallel treatment of isolated incidents
focuses attention on m~g, and is one main reason for the tightness
of structure of the novel.
The Indians decide something about the gun fight and its relationship to man. One says, "I think this was about water. I think it was
important to us before the white man came and the same thing is stillthe same and everything is still the same."
Perhaps no other concept reveals more adequately Eastlake's break
With modern "objective naturalists" than his concept of time. It is a
break from the "traditional" objective handling of sequential events
into a recognition of both the reality of the ~ontinuum and also the
validity of the subjective or Romantic treatment of the moment as
forever-that everything which is, has been and will be, is now. It is a
concept of time that ~aulkner expressed in the interview published in
The Paris Review as t'my own theory that time is a fluid condition
which has no existence except in the momentary avatars of individual
people. There is no such thing as was-only is." It is a Kantian concept of time that recalls transcendentalists- Emerson, Thoreau, and
Melville. Emerson in Nature tells us that if we are capable of seeing
the nature of justice and truth, "We become immortal, for we learn
that time and space are relations of matter; that, with a perception of
truth, or a vjrtuous will, they have no affinity." In The Bronc People,
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the Indian, My Prayer, goes on to explain, when talking about a
flower, "They call everything by a different name but it's the same
thing. And they call everything by a different time but it's the same
time. Everything repeats. It would be no different if everything in
every language and every time was called Cowboy's Delight."
But this concept is most successfully handled through description. '
For example, when some Indians, with Sant and Alastair, ride down
an incline: "The mesa here was eroding away in five giant steps that
descended down to the floor of the valley where the abandoned hogan
lay. Each of the five steps clearly marked about twenty million years
in time. In other words, they had been laid down twenty million years
apart, and were so marked by unique coloration and further marked
by the different fossil animals found in each. It took the four boys
about twenty minutes to descend these one hundred'million years but
they didn't think that was very good going." Two pages later, theyIdecide to increase the pace. "They went down together and at once,
creating a stonn, a tornado of ageless dust, a hundred million years in
outrage, that followed them all the way down to the level of the Indians." And here, of course, is the continuum of individual action
within all time, not discussed in dialogue or stated directly, but impli- •
cit in the description of action.
There are other Romantic elements to Eastlake's novels, for example, his use of what Jungian critics might call archetypal symbols
to suggest or to explore the mythic consciousness of the human race.
Little Sant Bowman, son of the owner of the Circle Heart, is at the
rodeo. Traditional to the cowboy, the rodeo is the traditional and symbolic expression of a way of life. Like the Olympic games of ancient
Greece, it is the place where only the best compete. Or perhaps it
might be likened to the Roman arena before it was corrupted. And
certainly it may be compared to the bullfight, traditiona' and meaningful to the Spaniards. Or, it is as meaningful as the annual hunt in
Faulkner's "The Bear." The primitive but religious nature of the rodeo is suggested in a description of one of the events. ''"What they did
with these was to put a clutch of pigs in a pickup truck out at one end
of the field, then all the horse-mounted men came hell for leather, dismounted, grabbed a greased pig, remounted, held the flashing object
high, like Montezuma's men the golden mantle, like offerings to the
god, the animals flashing and screaming, fighting along the arms, upward to the sun."
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As at the bullfight and the Olympic games, there are judges, "pulling on their chins as wise men will." Into this scene comes a hometown boy made good, the professional bronc buster: Lemaitre (The
Master) to ride a mythical black bronc that is of the literary progeny
of Melville's Moby Dick, or of Faulkneis bear, "Old Ben." The
mythical character of the animal is carefully delineated.
No one knew where the horse came from. He had suddenly appeared on the mountain one day, full, enormous, black. All the people
and half the dogs from Coyote had climbed up to see him. The mangled, bloodied remains of an ancient high-backed Spanish saddle hung
downward around his belly, and a man, quickly killed, went toward
him with a rope.
On Spanish fiesta days, when the town was lighted with provoking
torches for the feast of San Antonio, the killer was sure to come off
the mountafu and tear through the streets, scattering the pilgrims and
sending the dark-robed people retreating back into the church. Caballo
de Muerto? Or He Alone Who Was Free? All the people and half the
dogs of Coyote wondered.
One notices in each' paragraph the curious and humorous allusion
to the dogs. This is not the age of Hawthorne, and unrelieved allegory
is hardly acceptable to the modem reader-case in point, Norman
·Mailers Barbary Shore. Eastlake's writing is a'controlled mixture of
realistic detail (to the point of being specific about the exact number
of shells a Winchester .3Q..30 will hold), and of allegorical symbol
(the "marvelous," as Hawthorne would have called it) -the whole
conditioned by a humorous treatment that makes it all. credible and
thus acceptable.
This mythical beast is the animal that Lemaitre is to ride. The ride'
is to be a sacrificial battle which is likened to the crucifixion of Christ.
The judge pauses, knowing that the challenge to the professional cow- '.
boy is too severe-one rodeo manager has already refused to buy the
horse, saying, "Hell, that's not a horse, it's an electric chair." The
judge says, 'Like as not they'll try us for murder, and yet it was they'
-he indicated the mob-'aSKed for it. Demanded it''' Another judge
offers to cancel the event. Lemaitre refuses. The people are waiting for
an emotional reaction-a release-from the event. It is up to Lemaitre
whether the release will be through the comic or the tragic. But even
more important is the horse. Lemaitre decides, "Maybe we got to do
U
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what we're expected to do. The horse is ready, expecting me. The
people are expecting me.... Particularly the horse. To keep the horse
waiting- ... it wouldn't be polite."
~ Lemaitre rides the horse-with one hand. As the horse breaks out of
the cl1ute, the barricade on which Little Sant is standing collapses,
and Lemaitre clutches him with one hand, holding him like one of
the greased pigs, like the mantle of Montezuma's men. "Together
they shot straight upward into the nearing sun...." The ride was
"fixed in Sant's mind as a dream~ unclouding till ever. Not till another
country, even, or another land, ever. Not even in the big death of
Little Santo Never."
As Lemaitre takes Little Sant home to the Circle Heart in Lemaitre's Imperial, they study the concept of "not freedom" and release
the black bronc that Lemaitre has mastered and won. When Little
Sant arrives home, Millicent Bowman, his mother, asks him where
he's been. " 'Up there,' Sant said, pointing to the tough sun, the clean
distant sky."
Though Millie Bowman studies and practices various religions, she
is, ironically, unable to recognize Little Sant's religious experience. He
has been in direct contact with divine principles, both by revelation
through experience and action, and also by contemplation of "not
freedom." Millie passes through stages of Zen, Zoroastrianism, I AM,
and various other religions in order to make her own life bearable. For
her, religiqn is the opium, or the aspirin, that allows her to forget the
tragedy of~life. Not so her husband, Big Sant Bowman. He faces the
life he has led. He had returned from the battle at the Circle R with
a livid scar on his face from the burns he received when he tried to
rescue from the burning house the man he had shot. The scar is the
guilt that man bears from his own actions, the brand of humanity. It
is the. birthmark of Hawthorne, or the veil in his "The Minister's
Black Veil."
.
~ Benjamin is the son of the man Sant killed, the man who
was firing from the house. He was hiding under the bed during the
battle. When the house burned, he vanished out the back door, was
picked up by Indians, lived in an orphanage in Albuquerque, and finally found his way back to the Circle Heart country. The Bowmans
take him as their own. The Indians accept him as another white boythough black-and Big Sant Bowman watches him carefully in his .
attempts to discover his heritage. Little Sant now has someone "to be
a cowboy with." They travel together, Little Sant of the ·Circle Heart,
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and Alastair of the Circle R. Like the conflict between the heart and
the intellect in Hawthorne's novels and short stories (Could· R stand
for reason?), the two boys seem to represent the poles of emotion and
intellect. Little Sant's question to the rodeo riders is always "Is it
fun?" and he :is constantly concerned about Iiving-experiencing. Alastair, the intellectual, is fascinated with the books with the burned
edges that Big Sant rescued from the burning house,and one of his
main efforts is vocabulary development. Alastair uses the word "presume" so often that lLittIe Sant and even the Indians begin using it.
This usage is as forceful and as significant as the scrivener Bartleby's
"I prefer not to," in Melville's famous story. It is not untillateJn the
novel, after Alastair has found out the truth about his father's death
and decides to understand and forgive Big Sant,that he cim quit presuming long enough to "feel" It is not until then that he is ready to
seek his education. Discussing it with Mr. Sanders, the missionary who
has been "converted" by the Indians, Little Sailt makes the important
distinction.
"Alastair feels so," Sant said.
'Well, if he feels it, doesn't presume it, I guess he will make it
now."
"I believe he will," Sant said. "I think maybe we can all make it
now."

Sant leaves home to find Lemaitre and to become a member of the
bronc people. Alastair goes to a university in another area, and finds
that he still has a lesson to learn-there is a war going on, a racial war
of which he had been unaware in the comer of New Mexico. He
journeys toward home, defeated, until he meets with Mr. Sanders
and "Blue-eyed" Billy Peersall, the spokesman for the Western spirit.
At the age of one-hundred-and-one, be looks on what Robinson Jeffers
calls the "thickening center" of corruption-that is, civilization-and
says:
We fought the wrong people. We should have joi*ed the Indians,
fought the whites, the Easterners. That's why we come here, mountain
men, the plainsmen, to escape all that. And then we joined them to
fight the people who were the same, who wanted to live like us-the
Indians. I don't know why we did it except we were confused by the
color of their skins, the Easterners' skins, their language. Because they
were the same color, spoke the same language, we must have been con-
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fused into thinking, into forgetting we had come out here to escape
them.

This theme-the destruction by civilization of nature and a way of
life that was in harmony with nature-is a theme that runs through
much of Southwestern and Western literature. Mr. Peersall also re·
fleets the skepticism toward law and order in the civilized community
that is traditional with the Westerner. Note, for example, Eugene
Manlove Rhodes's treatment of the lawyer Octaviano Baca in Hit the
Line Hard, or Emerson Hough's character Dan Anderson, in Heart's
Desire, who laments, "The Law has come to Heart's Desire. May God
forgive mel Why could we not have stayed content?" Or one mightrecall that Horace Greeley named the wolf "the prairie lawyer" because it fed on the weak and unfortunate.
.
But it is not just the Western philosophy that Mr. Peersall espouses. It is deeper than that, and more consistent with the main
stream of American literature and thought. Mr. Peersall often sounds
like a Western Thoreau. He is a naturalist with a love for, as well as a
curiosity about, nature. He is an individualist, and a proponent of
moral courage. And in civilization, he sees the loss of freedom for the
individual. His action during the Tularosa school dispute is Thoreau·
inspired, though active instead of passive. In "Civil Disob~dience,"
Thoreau says, "Even voting for the right is doing nothing for it. It is
only expressing to men feebly your desire that it should prevail." Mr.
Peersall seems to have such an attitude when he questions Alastair.
"All right, supposing you were born free, as some of us were, as some
people must be still being born free, what land is there to go to now?
What are you going to do now?"
.
"Vote," Alastair sald.
"Yes, that's about it," the old man said. "We lost the wrong war."

Alastair never gets home to the Bowmans. He finds Mr. Peersall
dying, and learns his most important lesson-the lesson on moral cour·
age and the responsibility of the individual. Alastair understands and
comes· to terms with it.
"You mean I've got to do it alone?"
"Yes."
"But the missionary used to say no man is an island."
"Well, he is."
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''You think he just got that from another preacher?"
''Yes.''

That "no man is an island" is perhaps true, but in another sense we
are all alone. Eastlake, the unmodem-or perhaps the more modemaccepts that condition. The modem tendency has been to merge with
the herd, to conform to the "other-directed" society, to be forgotten
in the mass. American writers, from the twenties on, have elaborated
on that tragic aspect of man's nature-his physical and spiritual (or
psychological) isolation from his fellow man. Eastlake's answer is a
return to certain important aspects of frontier individualism. Big Sant
and Mr. Peersall do not bemoan their nature; they accept their isolation, their individuality, and gain fr()m it both the pride and the- humility necessary to face life. Midway through the novel, Alastair stood
on a mountain above low-hanging clouds and saw parts of New Mexico sticking through. "Each mesa was an island above the earth and
each large island was very sufficient unto itself." But Alastair could
not have learned then; he had not yet learned to feel. Now that Alastair can "go it alone," Billy Peersall joins forces with him, but dies as
they start out to do battle. Alastair buries him, takes Peersall as his
middle name, and returns to the conflict. He has learned, as Eastlake
warns the reader, that "As long as there are cowboys there will be
alive the legend and the dream, the frontier, the hardihood and the
hardness, the independence and the myth, the iron line to fall back
on. And as long as there are cows there will be cowboys. So the secret,
and the miracle, of America lies in the bull. Save the bull and save the
country. Nurture the legend. Remember Big and Little and Millie
Sant, the keepers. of the bulls. Remember our triumphs and our tragedies and remember our humor, the coin that makes both bearable."
In Eastlake's novels, the triumphs are the- momentary, and often
illusory, achievements of man; the tragedy is in the land, -and in nature-the continuum. Perhaps no other writer has used the New Mexico landscape so artistically and meaningfully to point up the timelessness of the earth on which man lives.
PortIait of an Artist with Twenty-six~01:§~ has generally the same
theme as The Bronc People, but with a different emphasis. It is the
story of two people "coming home"; that is, learning enough about
themselves to be able to accept life. The first chapter concerns the
homecoming of Twenty-six Horses, really "The Son of the Man with
Twenty-six Horses," but the novel then concentrates on the story of
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Ring Bowman, who lies sinking in quicksand and whose hands busily
paddle trying to keep his body from sinking while his mind goes out
to the past, both to keep his spirit from sinking and to try to u:pderstand the meaning of his life. What he and his trader father, George
Bowman, both discover in this longest day of the year is what Hawthorne would have called the truth of the human heart. Or as George
Bowman says as he searches for Ring, "Yes. Everyone wants to help,
but the only way back is home, and they ran. We·spend our .lives fleeing as fast from everything the human heaq wants, demands. Maybe
it's that. We are afraid, in deadly fear of, not each other, but ourselves,
and we blame fate, a black horse." And when Ring has been found,
his father interprets Twenty-six Horses' painting on the cliff that
Ring, himself, has also finally understood. It is "a picture of everyone," the father said, "who is at the mercy of everybody...." Those
who fear themselves, of course, are the most merciless.
In this novel, too, one finds a symbolic treatment of the land and
the use of a mythical horse, the black horse of fate, Luto. Loosely
translated, Luto may mean "fate" or, more precisely, "grief' or "sorrow." He is the horse who comes to Ring, unbranded and ownerless,
and who needs no training. He carries Tomas Tomas, the Navajo
medicine man, to his funeral, and finally tricks Ring into the quicksand. Luto stands watching Ring sink until a stronger medicine, a
snake, strikes the horse. Ring crawls out of the quicksand on the horse,
but the horse goes down. Ring, telling his father and Twenty-six
Horses about it, says that Luto is dead.
"No," Twenty-six Horses announced. "Luto's not dead."
"1 saw Luto die."
"No, you saw Luto sink in the sand, that's all. Luto wIll be back,
you'll see."

No one can find the snake, but it was a rattler, one of Twenty-six
Horses' guardian spirits, that turned Twenty-six Horses and George
Bowman from their search up the mountain back to the arroyo. It is
a strange contrast to the "magic" that Ring and Twenty-six Horses had
manufactured in Chapter Two. They had used blanks and catsup to
fool the old medicine man into believing that Ring could kill an Indian and bring him back to life.
Again in this novel, Eastlake uses the New Mexico landscape, not
only for setting and for the beauty of the color, but to show its timelessness and to set the mood of the action. The novel opens at dawn,
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with all the colors of New Mexico coming alive, set against the lively
deer and the deathly buzzard.
'
With eyes wet and huge the deer watchec;l; the young man watched
back. The youth was crouching over a spring as though talking to the
ground, the water pluming up bright through his turquoise-ringed
hand, then eddying black in the bottomless whorl it had sculptured
neat and sharp in the orange rock. The rock retreated to a blue then
again to an almost chrome yellow at the foot of the deer. The deer
was coy, hesitant and greasewood-eamouflaged excepting the eyes that
watched, limpid and wild. . . . The deer wheeled and fled noiselessly
in the soft looping light, and now all around, above and far beyond
where the youth crouched at the spring, the earth was on fire in solstice with calm beauty from a long beginning day; the sky was on fire
{ too and the spring water tossing down the arroyo was ablaze. The long
Sangre de Cristo range to the east had not fully caught; soon it would
catch, not long after, in maybe half an hour, the world would be all
alight. . . . Here, directly here above this sea of sage and straight up in
the hard blue New Mexican sky, a huge buzzard hurtled and wheeled
toward the planet earth-monstrous and swift.

As has been suggested, there is a continuation of New Mexico as a

symbol of time in the Romantic tradition; that element which, Kant
maintained, had been invented by man and was partially responsible
for man's distortion of reality.
There was a brooding silence at the mouth of the prehistoric cave
on the Portales Mesa, a slow ballooning of hushed time on the Portales, because at this point, now, here, a stasis had arrived on the mesa
so that this day, hour, this second did not flow but remained fixed
without a continuum in any time or even place....

Or, in the final triumphant chapter, the description of New Mexico
establishes the mood; as Ring, George Bowman, and Twenty-six Horses ride out of the dark arroyo, they "gained the wide and endless undulating country gilded in light, all of them in the big sunset" The
description concludes: 'They flew lightly and all together up a gaudythrown profusion of raging color and the sharp high scent of Indian
Country until they topped out on the end of a day, on a New Mexican sky infinity of burnished and 'dying gold."
Portrait of an Artist With Twenty-six Horses is marred by more
technical difficulties than either of the earlier novels. It appears to be
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Ring Bowman, who lies sinking in quicksand and whose hands busily
paddle, trying to keep his body from sinking while his mind goes out
to the past, both to keep his spirit from sinking and to try to understand the meaning of his life. What he and his trader father, George
Bowman, b'oth discover in this longest day of the year is what Hawthorne would have called the truth of the human heart. Or as George
Bowman says as he searches for Ring, "Yes. Everyone wants to help,
but the only way back is home, and they ran. We spend our lives flee"ing as fast from everything the human heart wants., demands. Maybe
it's that. We are afraid, in deadly fear of, not each other, but ourselves,
and we blame fate, a black horse." And when Ring has been found,
his father interprets Twenty-six Horses' painting on the cliff that
Ring, himself, has also finally understood. It is "a picture ')f everyl ~prie;" the father said, "who is at the mercy of everybody...." Those
"~h(j fear themselves, of course, are the most merciless.
.
In this novel, too, one finds a symbolic treatment of the land and
the use of a mythical horse, the black horse of fate, Luto. Loosely
translated, Luto may mean "fate" or, more precisely, "grief' or "sorrow." He is the horse who comes to Ring, unbranded and ownerless,
and who needs no training. He carries Tomas Tomas, the Navajo
medicine man, to his funeral, and finally tricks Ring into the quicksand. Luto stands watching Ring sink until a stronger medicine, a
snake, strikes the horse. Ring crawls out of the quicksand on the horse,
but the horse goes down. Ring, telling his father and Twenty-six
Horses about it, says that Luto is dead.

!;

.

"No,""Twenty-six H~rses announced. "Luto's not dead."
"I saw Luto dIe."
"No, you saw Luto sink in the sand, that's all. Luto will be back,
you'll see."

No one can find the snake, but it was a rattIer, one of Twenty-six
Horses' guardian spirits, that turned Twenty-six Horses and George
Bowman from their search up the mountain back to the arroyo. It is
a strange contrast to the "magic" that Ring ~nd Twenty-six Horses had
manufactured in Chapter Two. They had used blanks and catsup to
fool th~ old medicine man into believing that Ring could kill an Indian and bring him back to life.
Again in this novel, Eastlake uses the New ¥exi~o landscape, not
only for setting and for the beauty of the color, but·to show its time-·
lessness and to set the mood of the action. The novel opens aydawn,
;
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with all the colors of New Mexico coming alive, set against the lively
deer and the deathly buzzard.
With eyes wet and huge the deer watched; the young man watched
back. The youth was crouching over a spring as though talking to the
ground, the water pluming up bright through his turquoise-ringed
hand, then eddying black in the bottomless whorl it had sculptured
neat and sharp in the orange .rock. The rock retreated to a blue then
again to an almost chrome yellow at the foot of the deer. 'The deer
was coy, hesitant and greasewood-camouHaged excepting the eyes that
watched, limpid and wild. . . . The deer wheeled and fled noiselessly
in the soft looping light, and no~ all around, above and far beyond
where the youth crouched at the spring, the earth was on fire in solstice with calm beauty from a long beginning day; the sky was on fire
too and the spring water tossing down the arroyo was ablaze. The long
Sangre de Cristo range to the east had not fully caught; soon it would
catch, not long after, in maybe half an hour, the world would be all
alight. . .. Here, directly here above this sea of sage and straight up in
the hard blue New Mexican sky, a huge buzzard hurtled and wheeled
toward the planet earth-monstrous and swift.

As has been suggested, there is a continuation of New Mexico as a
symbol of time in the Romantic tradition; that element which, Kant
maintained, had been invented by man and was partially responsible
for man's distortion of reality.
There was a brooding silence at the mouth of the prehistoric cave
on the Portales Mesa, a slow ballooning of hushed time on the Portales, because at this point, now, here, a stasis bad' arrived on the mesa
so that this day, bour, this second did not flow but remained fixed
without a continuum in any time or even place.....

.IOr, in the final triumphant chapter, the description of New Mexico
establishes the mood; as Ring, George Bowman, and Twenty-six Horses ride"out of the dark arroyo, they "gained the wide and endless un- \
dulatin$ country gilded' in light, aU of them in the big sunset." The
description concludes: "They Hew lightly and all together up a gaudythrown profusion of raging color and the sharp high scent of Indian
Counby until they topped out on the end of a day, on a New Mexican sky infinity of burnished and dying gold."
. Portrait of an Artist With Twenty-six Horses is marred by more
technical difficulties than either of the earlier novels. It appears to be
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a loosely constructed collection of episodes, some previously published
as short stories, held together by an incident that, in itself, mig~t
make another fine short story but that does not provide a satisfactory
structure for ·a novel despite Eastlake's ability to provide transitional
materials. to blend the stories together. The situation of the sinking
man reflecting on his life is obviously rather trite, but, strangely
enough, the treatment is not. Nor, on closer examination, does the
structure seem so loose. The novel does center around the meaning of
the portrait by the young Indian artist named Twenty-six Horses.
On his return home, in the first chapter, Twenty-six Horses had'
heard the "human" cry of Ring trapped in the quicksand, but he was
unable to interpret it. Until the end of the novel, Ring dominates the
book (except in the episode of "The Prince," the jazz-trumpet player
whose music and,self-sacrifice had influenced Twenty-six Horses). But
by the end of the novel, Twenty-six Horses has changed from Ring's
straight man in a vaudeville act to Ring's savior in a near tragedy. It
is the Indian's painting that gives meaning. It is the Indian tradition
of basic or primitive meaning that saves Ring. As Twenty-six Horses
tells him,
"You're not the center of the world."
"I suppose the Indians are."
"'That's nice of you, Ringo. I've always supposed they were too."
One is aware despite, or perhaps even because of, some of this
novel's deficiencies that, as Herbert Gold has said, Eastlake is an "important writer." One can, for example, overlook the unevenness of
tone-say, from the comic-pathetic episode of the Jewish refugees who
seek revenge on a former Nazi to the unhappily slapstick characterization of a between-the-breasts gun-toting ,Texas schoolmarm and wife
of a timid atom-bomb worker-and recognize that Twenty-six Horses
contains some of the most brilliantly and humorously satirical passages of all the Eastlake novels. As Jonathan Swift's most successful
passages were those in which man',s. faults could be exaggerated
through the reflecting mirror of the Lilliputians, the Brobdingnagians,
and the Houyhnhnms, so too can the foibles of modem man be reflected through the mirror of the Indian.
In Go In Beauty, there is the wonderful speech of Paracelsus, who
tries to convince his fellow Navajos that the white man is not com. pletely inferior. In The Bronc People, there are My Prayer, and President Taft, and The Other Indian. But none of these can match, for
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example, the mother of Twenty-six Horses, who, when she feels that
she is losing her son, buys a restaurant in the village of Coyote and
hangs up signs like "REAL LIVE WHITE PEOPLE IN THEIR NATIVE cosTUMES DOING NATIVE WHITE DANCES" and "WE RESERVE THE RIGHT TO
REFUSE SERVICE TO EVERYBODY." She explains to her husband that she
is only trying to make money.
There is Rabbit Stockings, who, when George Bowman wants him
to go along to chase the gun-toting Texas women from the rocks, first
refuses, and then-

,

"You first, Kit Carson," the Indian said. "You know, Sansi," the
Indian said seriously and drawing a carefullungful of smoke, "I think
you been away from the white people too long. Living out here alone
1
among these Indians can do things to you."
"I only wanted to find out," the trader said, "whether they saw a
young man on a bl~ck horse. Me first."
"I'm with you," the Indian said, following, "I've lived out here a
long time myself."

I

The Indian is not the only mirror for satire. There is the vice-president of an oil company who confides his unhappiness with the system
to James. He concludes:
It was good to sound off. It wasn't often you got a chance. It wasn't
often you could find someone like an Indian. And it would nev~ get
around. No one of his friends would ever suspect for a moment that
he was sane.
( Or there is Ben Helpnell and his new Montgomery Ward pump.
The new pump was the latest thing, later even than the piston pump.
It worked on the theory that "it is easier to push water than it is to
pull it. It is a hermetically sealed, self-contained unit, and without any
fuss or bother or expensive plumbers or electricians, you just drop the
whole thing in the well." Ben had done that yesterday and since, he"
had been looking for it.
And there is the Texas twentieth-century woman whose husband
... was a shy, retiring man, embarrassed and self-consCious, a timid, "
small and self..etIacing man who seemed to have finally found his niche
assembling the trigger s~tion of the hydrogen bomb at the Sandia
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subassembly plant in Lubbock. As Doris Bellwether examined the long
empty stretches of the Indian Country from her position above the
wheel the pistol seemed to give her that little something that her
analyst had worked so hard to achieve.

"
But, as already suggested, although the Indian is not the only mirrOf, he is the most effective. And he is most effective because Eastlake
has broken from the realistic treatment of the Indian.. Eastlake's Indians are closer to Faulkner's Ikkemotubbe, Herman Basket and
Craw-ford than to Oliver La Farge's Laughing Boy and Red Man. In
other words, they are not realistic Indians, although they act and speak
more like Indians than the real ones. George Washington Cable, in
. describing his technique for reproducing "realistic" dialect, said that
he did 'not try to reproduce the exact sounds, but tried to suggest the
quality of the sounds from the most prominent features of the dialect.
It is the same technique of characterization that makes Eastlake's Indians so real. In 1942, Stanley Vestal published an article in Southwest Review in which he outlined the outstanding traits of the American Indian. Among these were the almost "Occidental" need for approval, physical hardiness, endurance, loquaciousness and fun-loving
affability, the desire for prestige rather than wealth, and the deepseated sense of honesty. Eastlake has studied his Indians well, and he
has taken some of these traits and added others, such as the Indian's
distrust of change and his harmonious relationship with nature, to
construct Indian characters that reflect the most ridiculous aspects of
the twentieth-century Anglo's frantic need for material progress with
its resulting destruction of the Anglo's own psychological balance.
The important point is, of course, that Eastlake has not been content
with describing the Indian as he is, but has used the Indian for an
artistic purpose.
.
In the New Mexico Quarterly of February 1935, Dudley Wynn
pointed out in "The Southwestern Regional Straddle" that "The
Regionalists of the Southwest-the writers, critics, artists, all who use
the Spanish and Indian cultures as material for their art or their criticism-can justly be charged with a futile romanticism which grows
more futile every day.... It is now time for interpretation. Southwestern Regionalism is not, I believe, assuming this task of interpretation."
With a few exceptions, Dr. Wynn's charge is a valid one. Emerson
Hough's Hearfs Desire, for example, is ,an interpretative novel, and
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some of Eugene Manlove Rhodes's works border on the interpretative.
But literary scholarship and criticism have passed them by. Of contemporary Soutliwestern writers, only two seem to have been able to
break from a description of the land, its people, and its traditions to
interpret them in the novel form in a manner that breaks from the
restrictions of regionalism. These two are Edward Abbey, in The
Brave Cowboy and-,fire on the Mountain, and William Eastlake in
all three of his n-uveTh. Of the two, William Eastlake is the more complex and the more interesting. There has been no other Southwestern
writer, certainly, who has used the Southwestern land, its people, its
traditions, and then added the symbolic undertones that lend the
depth of universal meaning; who has· created a new mythology out of
the old; and who has treated all this through a full use of tone that includes the comic, the tragic, and the satirical. It will be a serious loss
to American literature if Eastlake's novels are neglected because they
happen to be set in the country where there ar~ cqwbOys and Indians.
At a time when most novelists are busily being psYchoanalyzed during
the long periods between their sell-psychoanalyzing novels, there is a
need on the American literary scene for a novelist who is capable of
interpreting the old frontier and its values for the needs of the new.
' " An inshuctor of English specializing in .American and Southwestern
literature at the University of New Mexico, DELBERT E. WYLDER has
taught at State University of Iowa and Bradley University. He was also
a writer and editor of technical reports for Sandia Corporation in Albuquerque. During World War II, he was a fighter pilot in Italy. A predilection for hunting and camping and a fascination with the American
frontier, he may have inherited from a distinguished. ancestor, Daniel
Boone.
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WILLIAM EASTLAKE looks younger with his hat on, which is to say most of
the time; but it is a question whether he does not look better with his hat
off-his sensitive aquiline features and receding hairline resemble William Shakespeare's. Yet, somehow, the flat-erowned sombrero (which he
wears with denim jeans even in his New York publisher's office) seems to
fit him. Somewhere along the line, and not too long ago, he picked up the
notion that faded denim is the proper cloth for a man. Some of his Navajo
friends wear jewelry, velvet blouses, and bind their long hair. That's all
right with him and, probably under their influence, he sometimes sports a ..
huge ring with chunks of raw turquoise mying out like a sun. Whether riding or walking, Eastlake wears cowboy boots too. He says his feet have gotten used to the steel shanks built into the arches.
Easy in the saddle, Bill keeps horses in good condition. He always has a
string and they are real cow ponies, some rough, but all mettlesome. He
never pays much for one, and, if it meets his standards for conformation
and liveliness, Bill will overlook other idiosyncmcies. In nine years he has
had on his high ranch a mile north of Cuba, New Mexico, at least a dozen.
He keeps trading up and shifting around. During this time he has owned
only one registered quarter horse. That orie he got because it had something wrong he was able to doctor. But all his horses must be hot-blooded.
This summer a horse he was riding slipped on a side hill and rolled on him,
breaking three of his nDs and puncturing a lung. After two months of home l
care, a time Bill improved by putting finishing touches on his current novel .
and planning the next, he was up on the ~e horse, wheeling around barrels at the dead gallop to make the animal more surefooted.
As a cowman Bill is an amateur-his best crop is still manuscript-but he
has ntised cattle, and in a good year for grass, made enough money on beef
for a frugal living. He is very fond of animals and once had a redbone
hound that ran deer, baying over the ridge -of mountains for an arc of
twenty miles in a matter of minutes. The Eastlakes always have a house
dog or two.
MoSt of his neighboring friends are Spanish-American mnchers that Bill
talks to in their own language. Frequently under scrutiny in his books,
there are quite a few Navajos in his close neighboring group of friends.
When he goes to see other writers he has to travel, occasionally dropping
in on authors when on a shopping trip to Albuquerque or on an excursion
to Taos or Santa Fe. Some are invited up to his mnch for weeks at a time.
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Julian Huxley was one house guest, Arnold Weinstein, the poet-playwright,
another; Robert Creeley, the poet, has stayed there too; and many others.
Bill's social approach is direct, with no respect for polite evasion. On
meeting a charming Southerner he quickly raised the race question and
aborted what might have developed into further acquaintance. From a
business man in Juarez he wanted to know right away how Mexicans feel
about Fidel Castro. If he does not like the answers to his direct questions
he will let the answerer know, bluntly, but without animus. This, perhaps,
is part of his technique as a writer: closing with the problem of personality
even to probing sensitive nerves. Bill makes friends as well as enemies this
way, but he rarely settles for less than sincere, and strong, reactions.
Eastlake was born in Brooklyn in 1917 but does not remember the place
because his family moved that year to Caldwell, New Jersey. His father,
now retired and living in Phoenix, was for many years an electrical engineer
with the Consolidated Edison Company. His only brother, Gordon, two
years his senior, inherited some of their father's mechanical-electrical bent
and while still in short pants, constructed a car driven by a huge, handmade propeller. Such achievements left the future cowboy-writer completely cold.
When Bill was scarcely old enough for school, he was sent to Bonnie
Brae, an Episcopalian boarding school in nearby Liberty Comers, and continued there nearly through high school. Then he was judged big enough
to come home and take care of hiinself. This unique school held to the
theory that boys should learn useful work early, and operated a farm. The
boys were assigned chores early in the morning,and after'school. Bill's most
vivid childhood memories center around his school. "Little Joe," the first
story he sold to an American magazine, a story that has been anthologized
more than once since, draws from these memories. In his next projected
book, to be called "Underground Man is the Master," he plans an expansion of the '4Little Joe" character.
The only encouragement writer William Eastlake received at school for
his writing, ended disastrously. A teacher admired a theme he wrote as a
sixth grader and was going to read it to the class. Bill says his penmanship
and spelling were.so bad that on this second attempt th<; teacher encountered grave difficulties in reading the paper aloud. She finaUy became so
incensed that she tore it up..Bill was deeply humiliated and actually attributes to this traumatic experience part of the drive that finally did make him
a successful writer.
At the height of the Depression the boy finished high school in Caldwell
with few prospects but much self-confidence. At this time, admittedly, he
had little ambition but a lively curiosity and lust for adventure. He decided
to become a hobo. Bill left home, rode rods, thumbed rides, and took work
where he could find it. One of his more exalted jobs for a short while was
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as a radio announcer for station WSUN in St. Petersburg, Florida. The
jobs scaled from that eminence down to picking beans as a harvest hand in
Old Mexico. Finally he settled down as a clerk in book stores in Los Angeles. It was like coming home. The best shop was the last he worked forStanley Rose's. It was there he met Dreiser, Nathanael.West, and Saroyan,
and learned that authors were human beings. There too he met ¥artha
Simpson, whom he married. She was a painter who had studied in France;
Stanley Rose hung a show for her in his shop. Rose, a colorful businessman
and no artist himself, was a great admirer and patron of the arts. He believed in both Martha and Bill, whom he called "The Kids," and he. liked
Bill's writing attempts, the first real encouragement Bill had ever received.
In 1942, Eastlake joined the army. He soldiered at Camps Ord and
Roberts in California 'and White in Oregon and was in an M.P. company
at first, but when the shooting war commenced, transferred to a replacement group, went to England, and to France on the second wave of the
invasion. He says that when the army was finally scraping the bottom of .
the barrel for replacements they sent him uP' into the line. He saw action
in France and in Belgium, and finally, as a platoon leader, was wounded in
the Battle of the Bulge. First he was sent from field and base hospitals to
one in England, then to Staten Island, and at last to Van Nuys, California,
where he was given a medical discharge. His novel to be published this
winter, Castle Keep, is the outcome of this war experience.
When Bill got out of the army, an army buddy who also aspired to write, .
sent word from Switzerland that he had received financial backing for a
small literary magazine and invited Bill to join him as coeditor. The Eastlakes went to Switzerland. Bill's first story appeared in the first and only
issue of that magazine. The wealthy backer had a change of heart and withdrew his financial support. Not too discouraged, the couple moved on to
Paris which Martha knew well from student days. Bill studied the French
language and history at the Alliance Fran~se for a semester, financed under the G.I. Bill.
While on a vacation in Italy Martha was called home by illness in the
family, leaving Bill alone. At the Hotel Ingleterra iq Rome, Bill met an
Israeli who (sub rosa) was recruiting men to help his countrymen in their
struggle against the Arabs. Eastlake took only a detached interest in the
machinations but talked literature with this man and, through him, met
the acting Israeli ambassador who shared his admiration for Thomas
Wolfe. The ambassador told Bill that his talents were needed in Israel and
that he would give him a letter that would get him a job writing propaganda. This seemed like an adventure and, unofficially, Bill was spirited out of
Italy to Haifa. From there he was transported by truck to Beersheba and,
instead of writing propapanda, was put to work teaching foreign legion recruits the use and care of. weapons. The work interested him so he con.
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tinued automatically following orders; but after two months, when he was
put on boring border guard duty, he decided to use the letter the ambassador had given him. The letter. brought him back to headquarters.
Returning to California, he continued to write and, gradually, to sell his
stories. While he was building a literary reputation, in order to earn money
to enable him to continue writing, he borrowed money and bought an estate near Van Nuys, built small houses on the grounds according to plans
drawn up by Martha, and sold the houses.
During the early fifties, when they could, they visited Martha's brother,
the paleontologist, George Gaylord Simpson, at ,his summer ranch, Los
Pinavetes, at La Jara,. high up in the Jemez Mountains. Dr. Simpson, for
years department head of the American Museum of Natural History, is
now at Harvard. It was through the Simpsons that the Eastlakes became
increasingly intrigued with the land and lore of New Mexico. To live here
soon became a dream and an objective. They looked at many ranches in
different parts of the state and finally found what they wanted in 1955 off
the main road north of Cuba-4°O acres split by a deep arroyo with a creek
feeding the Rio Puerco. Rare in New Mexico, this creek mns almpst constantly. Their ranch is not more than twenty minutes away from La Jara
and the Simpsons. It is a beautiful situation, interesting for ancient Indian
remains and a petrified jungle of palms, blocks of which form one wall. of
the house they remodeled andfumished charmingly, preserving the rustic
ranch-house atmosphere. As decorations, good modem paintings vie with
antique santos. They have also built a studio and a guest house.
Sometimes the Eastlakes miss city life. Yet when offered opportunities
of living elsewhere, Bill turns them down. When the snow gets deep in the
Jemez they do however, usually get east or west to the coast, sometimes to
Mexico. This winter they intend to take a freighter trip to somewhere. Last
year Bill was granted a Ford Fellowship at an experimental theater in San
Francisco, the Actors Workshop. These grants are made to outstanding
writers to observe techniques of theatrical production with the hope that
they may contribute plays. Eastlake is interested in the theater and has had .
a couple of one-act plays produced experimentally.
With his work for the grant in San Fnmcisco finished in March and with '
his own ranch still leased to a teacher, the Eastlakes decided to spend the
rest of the winter in Mexico. Bill, homesick for the Jemez, stuck it out in
Mazatlan for only a week and then returned and moved into the Simpsons'
vacant ranch. There they were snowed in and had to pack out miles for
supplies. Bill did not mind it. For William Eastlake the high, lonesome
country he has been writing about is really home. <
Castle Keep will appear on Simon and Schuster's spnng list.
-Richard C. Angell
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MAsK: A STUDY OF FAULKNER'S HEROES, by John Lewis
Longley, Jr. Chapel Hill: University of North Carolina Press, 1963.245 pp.
$6.00.
WILLIAM FAULKNER: THE YOKNAPATAWPHA COUNTRY, by Cleanth Brooks.
New Haven: Yale University Press, 1963. 513 pp., chamcter index, map,
$8.50 •
With the academic world rapidly filling with Faulkner criticism, John
Lewis Longley, Jr., has felt required to justify his study's publication. His
special emphasis is on character, the source of all action and theme in fiction, b~use Faulkner once remarked, while he was writer-in-residence at
the Uni~rsity of Virginia where Longley teaches, that an author need only
casionally becoming quixotically involved (Gavin Stevens) or temporanly
create characters in the image of man and then pursue them on their journeys, with notebook handy. Furthermore, Longley has organized his c~
acter analyses in a way intended to refute those who have called the tragic
vision anachronistic. The South's sense of traditional values, as well as
Faulkner's grief over their dissipation during a century's time, permits
tragedy of epic magnitude.
Because Longley grants full tragic stature to only three charactersColonel Sartoris, Joe Christmas, and Thomas Sutpen-most of the study
concerns Faulkner's comic figures. But comedy and tragedy converge in
his demonstration; with comic heroes, normally serene and detached, ocderanged by self-deception (Ratliff in The ljanl1et) but never quite becoming obsessed, as the tragic heroes are. Ike McCaslin comes closest to
tragedy: ironically, in renouncing all properties and position, in order to
purge his grandfather's sin, he becomes powerless (in "Delta Autumn")
to take direct action in the salvation of others; he becomes an impotent
"saint."
Cleanth Brooks's contnDution is also corrective, but is scaled beyond
comparison with any previous Faulkner criticism. The present volume
will be followed by a study of the non-Yoknapatawpha works, calculated
to explain the design of Faulkner's growth as an artist. Refinement of
existing interpretations sometimes involves half a dozen countercritics at
one time: but Brooks's manner is impersonal, gentlemanly, empirical, and
therefore more persuasive than provocative. If Longley has sometimes consulted the author, Brooks has been intimate with those final authorities, ,
THE TRAGIC
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the texts themselves, and, in some cases, manuscripts of early versions.
Genealogies (with Faulkner's contradictions or obscurities noted) have
been prepared for the Compson, McCaslin, Stevens, Sartoris, Sutpen,
and Snopes families; as well as chronologies for Sanctuary and The
Mansion, and a· careful sorting out of narrators and therefore of fact
and conjecture in Absalom, Absalom! Such meticulous preparation exemplifies Brooks's objectivity in argument, his rare scholarship which
manages always to avoid becoming a self-fulfilling act. Similarly, the
nearly one hundred pages of detailed notes, none of them trivial, which
might well have disturbed the order of his central analysis if permitted
to intrude into the text proper, indicate his sense of propriety. If his recent book, The' Hidden God: Studies in Hemingway, Faulkner, Yeats,
Eliot, and Warren, seems written for pedestrian readers, the present monumental work presents itself in various depths which any reader can
thereupon engage at his own discretion and .according to his own selfassessment.
The variety of Brooks's amendments can be suggested by these few:
that most of the admirable characters are more Stoic than Christian, and
that the concept of divine grace is particularly absent; that Lucas Beauchamp is less Negro paragon than proud McCaslin; that in Faulkner even
the most interesting women seem incapable of tragedy because they are
born initiated, while men have an innocence to lose. The preponderance
of Brooks's conJinnatory evidence is directed toward Faulkner's way of
embodying the South's traditional virtues-pity, forbearance, fidelity,
family devotion, and above all and encompassing all, love and honor;
and the substitution of respectability for virtue among those who fail. In
Light in August, all the main characters are outcasts and most of them
avenge (but actually aggravate) their condition uncharitably by betraying one another's need. Grimm is their epitome-just as Lena, in her
rapport with nature, idealizes the serenity of submission, of the victim's
refusing to become executioner (as Camus would say) in senseless extension of outrage. Bayard, too, in The Unvanquished, discovers honor
outside of violence. The honorable motives of certain Bundrens in As 1:
Lay Dying raise a mock-epic to comic-heroic stature, just as it is a larger-'
than-personal pride that SUStainsl Mink in his long effort of revenge against
his kinsman. Love and honor so interrelate that Ike McCaslin's failure
to understand how unworthy his advice is to Roth Ednlonds' .Negro mistress marks the loss of all that wisdom the wilderness had once laboriously
given him. Unconsciously he has dec;lined toward the position of Flem
Snopes, Thomas Sutpen, Jason Compson, and (on occasion) Temple
;
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Drake, for whom appearance is superior to reality, and convention and
iconic behavior indistinguishable.
Brooks finds special propriety in having to end his study with The
Reivers with its varieties of social classes and personalities, and their composite "courtesy-book" effort at defining the essence of a gentleman-all
that sums up virtue in action; all that deathless humanity which Faulkner
infused in his fiction.
-Leonard Casper
Associate professor of creative writing and American literature at Boston College,
.f..eonard Casper has edited some outstanding anthologies including Modem Philippine
Short Stories, published by the University of New Mexico Press, and The World of
Short Fiction, an International Conection, a Harper's paperback. He is also a critic,
having written the definitive study Robert Penn Warren: The Dark and Bloody
Ground, a prize-w.inning poet and short-story writer. He is an authority especially on
~
Philippine literature and was a Fulbright lecturer in Manila as recently as 1963-

DE

QUINCEY TO WORDSWORTH:

A

BIOGRAPHY OF A RELAnoNSHIP, WITH

LETTERS OF THOMAS DE QUINCEY TO THE WORDSWORTH FAMlLY,
by John E. Jordan. Berkeley: University of California Press, 1962. 402 pp.

THE

$7.50 •
This account of the relationship of De Quincey and the Wordsworth
faInily is about two-thirds letters of De Quincey and one-third biography
and commentary, in the form of introductory essays to the five chapters
of letters, chronologically arranged. The letters are important in understanding both this stormy relationship and the dramatis personae. It must
be admitted at the outset that the light the letters yield is not altogether
inspiriting, though valuable as truth. The letters chronicle De Quincey's
youthful adoration of the sage of Grasmere (the first letter was written
in 1803, when De Quincey was eighteen); the brief period of accommodation-friendship seems to warm a word to use-when De Quincey lived
with the Wordsworths; the period of estrangement when De Quincey,
at substantial personal expense and effort, saw Wordsworth's Conventi(ln
of Cintra pamphlet through the press, and in so doing gained the poet's
irrita~ed ingratitude; and the chilly denouement when De Quincey further
alienated the Wordsworth family by his addiction to opium, his marriage'
to Margaret Simpson, and his indiscreet publication in journals of priv- \
ileged information of Wordsworth and others, gained at their hearths. On
the~ole, it is dreary and disillusioning reading, which materially lessens
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the stature of all the principals. The humorless letters of De Quincey
lack the grace and charm which might have distinguished his correspondence with anyone but the uniquely humorless Wordsworth.
The early letters are marked by jejune, sycophantic, and elephantine
diction. They fawn, they flatter, they bootlick. They afford no evidence
of the mannered, florid, but enchanting prose style of the later ConfessiODS, but De Quincey was young and he was writing to the Olympian
Wordsworth:
That any intermission of a correspondence which I held one of the first privileges
of my life should have arisen on my part-must have seemed strcmge; but you
had, I think, an assurance in the very constitution of my mind (with which it
could not but be that my veneration for you should be coeval) that no influence
short of at least a moral necessity could have driven me to the suspension of such
an intercourse as I always thought my pleasure and my interest more involved
in cultivating than they could have been in an intercourse with any other of all
the men that have lived from the beginning of time.

Such a sentence does equal disservice to the man who wrote it and to
the man who accepted it without question or remonstrance.
The young disciple was capable of writing, in 180«} when he was
checking the spelling of the name "Ghengis Khan," that he had done
research to determine "the most learned and ineffable orthography." The
man at this time was a prig. The tasteless inflation and flattery of these
early letters, which gained the perpetrator bed and board with the Wordsworth family, are indictments of sender and receiver.
More than just De Quincey's literary style suffers in the perusal of these
letters. The evidence supports the. conclusion that he was a self-indulgent,
if occasionally generous, man who was capable of subtle dishonesty, imperfectly masked by self-deception. His studied concealment of his addiction to opium, until the truth became known and he had to brazen it
out, was both pathetic and childish. !n a letter to Wordsworth, in 1809,
he attributed his recent illness to the extreme cold,· which brought on
his old rheumatic pains: "... I have had only one uninterrupted night
of rest since then: and, being obliged to put cotton soaked in laudanum
into my mouth at times to allay the pains which run round the whole
circuit of my teeth, I have at times unavoidably swallowed a good deal
-which has much disturbed my head."
Even more disastrous than opium to the relationship was De Quincey's
marriage to Margaret Simpson, a farmer's daughter from the Nab, who
struck Dorothy Wordsworth as "a stupid, heavy gir!," considered "a dunce
at Grasmere school" To her suitor she was lovely, with "arms like Aurora's, and ... smiles like Hebe'~." The effects of her charms· unluckily

.

,
1
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resulted in the birth of her son, ten weeks before De Quincey regularized the liaison by marriage. If he deferred giving his child a name for an
ungentlemanly length of time, it may be urged. in his defense that he. had
done the next best thing, by allowing the child to be named William
Penson-William for his brother, and Penson for his mother's family.
Many a man has not done so much. The Wordsworths were furious,
especially Dorothy who, it has been suggested, may have hoped to marry
the young man, in spite of her seniority of thirteen years. The conjecture is dubious at best.
The widening gulf separating Rydal Mount from De Quincey may be
seen most clearly in De Quincey's "Lake Reminiscences," which appeared
in Tait's Edinburgh Magazine throughout 1839' He displayed his joUrnalistic flair by printing recollections of the most confidential nature. He
noted that Dorothy had "an unsexual character to her appearance," that
Mary had an "obliquity of vision" which "ought to have been displeasing or repulsive," but was not, and that Wordsworth "walked like a
cade," to the embarrassment of Dorothy, who found his retreating silhouette most unattractive: "How very mean he looks." To di~arm the
critics who would ascribe his painful observations to pique, he admitted
that for some time he had been alienated from the poet: "sometimes
even I feel a rising emotion of hostility-na.y, something, I fear, too nearly
akin to vindictive hatred." De Quincey smarted under Wordsworth's
ingratitude.
The commentary which introduces the groups of letters is valuable for
its conclusions and the sense of direction it gives the reader. It must be
said, however, that much of this commentary, especially at the beginning, is annoyingly interlarded with purposeless quotation. Almost every
sentence has a quote or two, often when a simple paraphrase would
have done quite well, and often when the quote is so pedestrian and uninteresting that one wonders why such pains were taken to preserve the
exact diction in utterances so unmemorable. One justifiably is perplexed
by such a sentence as this: "So young De Quincey wrote on 'Saturday
morning, May 1~ 1803,' the day after he started an abortive draft of
his first letter to Wordsworth." The error in tense is almost forgotten as
. one pauses to fathom the reason for the quotation marks about a mere
~. date. One is forcibly reminded of the frequency with which young graduate students have demonstrated a similar inability to assimilate fact
and detail in their doctoral dissertations. This unfortunate mannerism,
happily, becomes .less obvious as the book proceeds, and the style becomes more readable, although it is never sparkling. But it may reasonably
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be urged that one cannot be much blamed for failing to sparkle in recounting the rather dull facts recorded in this relationship. The letters
themselves· are devoted largely to the topical, the trivial, and the petty.
Rare is the well-turned phrase, the sage observation of life and letters,
the wide and luminous view that is the very stuff of readable letters.
Nine-tenths of the lines in the letters scarcely rise above the literary
stature and grace of a traffic citation. De Quincey was. no Keats or Byron
-Norton B. CroweH
or Wilde when he wrote letters.
frofessor of English at University of New Mexico, Norton Crowell is the author of
the study The Triple Soul: Browning's Theory of Knowledge, a new interpretation
defending the poet against the charge of anti-intellectualism. As a former pIe$ident of
the Phi Beta Kappa chapter of New Mexico, Dr. Crowell has worked for the establishment of a chapter at the University, ail effort that is bearing. fruit- this year. The
UNM Press has also published his Alfred Austin: Victorian, a biography of the poet
laureate.

A CHANGE OF VIEW, by Philip Legler. Lincoln: University of Nebraska
Press, 1964. 64 pp. $3.00. Paper, $1.50.
Philip Legler's poems, collected in volume for the first time, have appeared in a !lumber
of literary magazines-including Poetry, Western Review, Prairie Schooner, Inscape.
Perspective, and New Mexico Quarterly, which has published ten of his poems and
sevexal reviews. Mr. Legler, who has taught at New Mexico. Highlands University and is
currently poet-in-residence at Sweet Briar College in Virginia, is reviewed here by a former NMQ poetry editor to whom he has partly dedicated his book.

Our first and most enduring reaction to a work of art-if it is honest
work and if it is artful-is probably gratitude. The subsequent appreciation
and explication and comparison that occur, as they apparently m~ are
good sport and good livelihood, but they are of small value unless one
comes around. to simple gratitude again-to a simple thanks for having
been given something quite material. This is precisely what I feel, reading
this book. Along with perhaps a dozen new-poetry collections in recent
years (I think it fortunate to have found that many) A Change of View is
a distinct and tangible gift, a direct offering of actual experiences by a man
who has taught himself what his experience Consists of and how to give it
up to others.
Nearly half of the thirty-three poems in the volume are unashamedly
personal-or, if one prefers, lyric-statements to mdividual readers; and it
is in these poems that I think the most obvious directness and the most
apparent strength of the. collection reside. They are.free from the protective covering of ~ony and the oblique narrative devices of much current
verse; they are outrightexpressibns of feeling controlled by fonn and im-
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agery rather than by cleverness or lack of commibnent. But the real accomplishment of these poems is that, though personal, they do not become
obscure. The general reader momentarily becomes the specific r~der for
whom" he knows the poem was privately intended. He becomes the wife on
her birthday when
.
Not even a layer cake
With thirty-four green candles Baring out
Of Pillsbury mix will do,
Bot a present I can make •..
Something I can'tafford I ought
To have for yoo ...

or the long-dead father who is told that
Since photographs lie, because they tell
The walking stick bot not the walk
Whose moming color fades in this light,
I open her album, sitting to kill
Time, like the blind old man next door ...

or the friend who knows
Phoning's no good. Wanting to phone
Long distance, bot with the sky falling
And all worn wires blown down•..•

There are public poems here, too-a plane crash in Brooklyn, a Southern lynching, the assassination of a president, a visit to Walden Pond. And
satirical poems-Courtly Romance at the drive-in theater, a view of suburbia, a psychiatrist's office. But it seems to me that even in these the reader
is more interested in their contribution to the developing personality of the
book than he is in their observation-however valid-of the outside world.
This sort of concentration toward a center of interests is also open to the
reader through an attention to the "style" of the poems. There is not a
single style, but there is a development to a dominant style. From the early
tension of "Numbed by This Clot of Speech" which
Hangs stiII-bom down the icy throat .•.
In veins to close a breathing, mute
To song or wounds ...

to the freedom of the "mountain bird"
Whose wings are tight as winding thread,
Whose nest is the size of a thimble,
Whose heart is soft as the tooch of cloth
And whose song is fragile ...

we are led through a consciously crafted selection of shorter forms to the
eventual long-line, full voiced stanzas that best carry the poet's own idiom
when he has his most serious things to say.
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In this matter, in a poet's excitement over the emergence of his own
language, we are perhaps"at the core of the personal response. For a time,
the poet's language is our language and we have a new sensitivity to how a
poem happens. In A Change of View that awareness is important enough
to be almost the submerged "theme" of the whole work. A number of recurrent metaphors-snow and mirrors, for example-may not be entirely
realized, but at its best the language is unmistakably sure;, it sings individually and it sings clearly:
Dear love, how of the seasons blest
Your body is, and who must grieve
Or praise the gift we lovers give.
••• wake
Close to my breathing, knowing of
Sumnter in winter. Take this hand Which cannot help you. In the end
Body and blood are all we have.

There are many other signifiCant themes in this collection, of course, and
the reader's empathy, once granted, is directly involved in each of them. By
the author's own description, the poems are primarily concerned with "the
process and moment of discovery ... with the recognitions that occur in
one's changing view of the personal landscape." To a great extent, such a
description must be true of any thoughtful and well-integrated volume of
poetry. But when it is especially true and the poet's landscape actually becomes our own landscape, we are brought back to simple gratitude again.
The poems themselves-the honesty and personality and conscious artistry in careful combination-provide their own summary to each reader.
The gift a book of poems gives is not uncommon, but it is always rare. I
frequently think of an anonymous statement I read in an old magazine: A
work of art, like an act of love, is our small "yes" at the center of a
vast "no."
-C1iJford Wood
BEHOLD GoLIATH, by Alfred Chester. New York: Random House, 1964.
24° pp. $4·95·
Death fascinates Mr. Chester. In these gloomy stories-or fables?-he
presents human beings who are afraid to breathe deeply. The heroine of
"Rapunzel, Rapunzel" "tried to tear [death1with her fingernails, to thrust
her unblemished white back against it, to butt it with her gol~en headbut she did not know how to face it." David, the narrator of ~'As I Was
Going Up the Stair," regards his parents and' relatives as ghosts; even he
has no real body.
Because these creatures-it is hard to call them human beings-live in
constant fear of death, they cannot really engage in social activities. They
are hazy, suspended, "queer"-then plight is captuted in such images as
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the following: Hthe battered capes of ivy on the cemetery wall swung like
threats in thewind." Their only hope is Love.
But Love is deceptive, cruel, and rare. They find it easier to caress themselves-if they can accept their doomed narcissism. They are more autistic
than homosexual, despite their shallow craving for C4others." Thus they
talk compulsively to us-Mr. Chester often uses narrators-hoping that
they can convince us and themselves of their flimSy existence.
But they never do. Mr. Chester won't allow them to become real-even
momentarily. He seems mOre interested in his style-more in love with
himself than his creations?-than in their lives. He obscures their identity
in Genet-like arias and flashy images. Although he wants us to C4behold
Goliath," we see only his C4divine" posturing.
•
-Irving Malin
A member of the English Department at City College of New York, Irving Malin
is the author of William Faulkner: An Interpretation, New American Gothic, a new
paperback on Saul Bellow for Twayne Publishers, and numerous reviews in critical
journals including Kenyon Review, Literature and Psychology, and London Magazine.
With Irwin Stark, he edited the recent anthology Breakthrough: A Treasury of
American-Jewish Literature for McGraw-Hill.
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THE SOUTHWEST
AI. 5mBER, CHmF OF SCOUTS, by Don L. Thrapp. Nonnan~ University of Oklahoma
Press, 1964.432 pp. $6'95. The generals took the credit but the author proves it was
the scouts who really won the Apache campaign. This is the story of the greatest
one, the relentless nemesis of the outlaws, who emerges as no great ~ero, but a
real man.
CAMPAIGNING WITH CROOK, by Captain Charles King, U.S.A., intro. by Don Russell,
Nonnan: University of Oklahoma Press, 1964. 166 pp., maps & engravings, $2. An
eyewitness account of the mop-up following the Custer l1lassacre at Little Big Hom.
A new edition of a Western classic in the Western Frontier Library series, Number
25, by the author of 69 books, most based on his anny life.
FRIENDS OF THUNDER: FOLKTALES OF THE OKLAHOMA CHEROKEES, by Jack and Anna
Kilpatrick. Dallas: Southern Methodist University Press, 1964. 197 pp. $5.
FROM CAB TO CABOOSE: FIFTY Y~ OF RAn.ROADING, by Joseph A. Noble. NOmIan:
University of Oklahoma Press, 1964. 205 pp., 64 photos, $6.95. The story of Noble
is the story of the Santa Fe Railroad, recorded in railroad men's language and told
from their point of view. The pliotographs are excellent.
THE INDIAN AND THE WHITE MAN, ed. by Wilcomb E. Washburn. New York: Doubleday, 1964. 480 pp., 30 illus. $1.95. This anthology of historical and literary accounts
of interaction between whites and Indians from Columbus to Faulkner begins a
new series of paperbacks called Documents of American Civilization. Three books
introducing the series were published recently in hard covers by New York University Press.
;
f
LIFE AND LABOR IN ANCIENT MExIco: THE BRmF AND SUMMARY RELATION OF THE
LoRDS OF NEW SPAIN, by Alonso de Zorita, tr. by Benjamin Keen. New Brunswick,
N.J.: Rutgers University Press, 196+ 328 pp. $7.50' The first English translation of
an account of the abuse of the Aztecs by Spain following the Conquest, by a Spanish
Colonial judge, 1556-66, in response to a royal cedula.
THE MILITARY CONQUEST OF THE SOUTHERN PLAINS, by William H. Leckie. Nonnan:
Univ.ersity of Oklahoma Press, 1963. 269 pp. $5.95. Indian wars in Texas, Oklahoma,
Kansas and parts of Arkansas and Colorado against the Comanches, Kiowas, KiowaApaches, Southern Cheyennes, and Arapahoes.
PROCEDURAL MANuAL FOR ARCHAEOLOGICAL FIELD RESEARCH PROJECTS OF THE
MUSEUM OF NEW MExIco, by Alfred E. Dittert, Jr., and Fred Wendorf. Museum
of New Mexico Papers in Anthropology u. Santa Fe: Museum of fNew Mexico
Press, 1<)64. 70 pp. $1.50. For scholarly monographs, this series has a fresh, modern
appearance. The format and type size are large. illustrations are plentiful: graphs,
sketches and unretouched photographs.
STUDIES AT NAVAJO PERIOD SITES IN THE NAVAJO RESERVOIR DISTRICT, by James J.
Hester and Joel L.. Shiner. Museum of New Mexico Papers in Anthropology 9.
Santa Fe: Museum of New Mexico Press, 1964. 79 pp. $2.
VERTEBRATE REMAINS AND PAST ENvIRONMENTAL RECONSTRUCTION IN THE NAVAJO
RESERVOIR DISTRICT, by Arthur H. Harris with a section by Frank W. Eddy. Museum of New Mexico Papers in Anthropology 11. Santa Fe: Museum of New Mexico
Press, 1964. 71 pp. $2.
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STORIES
THE AMERICAN DREAM: A HALF-CENTURY VIEW FROM AMERICAN MAGAZINE, ed. by
John K. M. l\1cCaffery. New York: Doubleday, 1964. 626 pp. $6.95. Short fiction
and nonfiction from the American Magazine, 1919-1945.
THE ANCHOR ANTHOLOGY OF SHORT FICTION OF THE SEVENTEENTH CENTURY, ed. by
Charles C. Mish. New York: Doubleday, 1963- Paper, 470 pp. $1-45.
THE AsSASSINATION BUREAU, LTD., by Jack London (completed by Robert L. Fish
from London's notes). New York: McGraw-Hill, 1963. 184 pp. h.50' A short novel.
BREAKTHROUGH: A TREASURY OF CONTEMPORARY AMERICAN-JEWISH LITERATURE, ed.
by Irving Malin- and Irwin Stark. New York: McGraw-Hill, 1964. 376 pp. $7.50'
Stories, poetJ1S and essays by thitry leading American writers.
COLD GROUND WAS My BED LAST NIGHT, by George Garrett.- Columbia: University
of Mi,ssouri Press, 1964. ~06 pp. $3.75. Includes "My Picture Left in Scotland,"
. which' first appear¢ in NMQ.
ColleCted Short Stories, by Robert Graves. New York: Doubleday, 1964. 323 pp.
$4'95·
THE COMIC TALES OF CHAUCER, by T. W. Craik. New York: Barnes & Noble, 1964.
156 pp. $4.50' Printed in England, this little book is by a lecturer at the University
of Leicester. The Canterbury Tales covered besides the fabliaux are the "Nun's
Priest's," "Sir Thopas's," and the "Canon's Yeoman's."
THE COMPLETE SHORT STORIES AND SKETCHES OF STEPHEN CRANE, ed. by Thomas
A. Gul1ason. New York: Doubleday, 1963. 790 pp. $5.95.
GoCOL'S WIFE & ~ STORIES, by Tomasso Landolfi, tr. by Rayond Rosenthal,
John Longrigg, Wayland Young. New York: New Directions, 1963. 25 2 pp. $4.95,
paper $1.95. Includes 9 stories published over the past 25 years and is the first book
to be published in English by this interesting avant-garde Italian.
LATE BLOOMING FLOWERS AND OTHER STORIES, by Anton Chekhov, tr. by I. C. Chertok and Jean Gardner. New York: McGraw-Hill, 1964. 252 pp. $4.95, paper $1'95.
A collection containing stories never before translated.
THE LEPER AND OTHER STORIES, by MiIovan DjiIas, tr. by Lovett F,' Edwards. New
York: Harcourt, Brace & World, 1964. 247 pp. $4.95. Ten vivid stories by the
Yugoslavian writer-statesman, now in jail.
OLD RED AND ~ STORIES, by Caroline Gordon. New York: Scribner's, 1963' 256
pp. $4·5°'
.
PRIZE STORIES 1964: THE O. HENRY AWARDS, ed. by Richard Poirier. New York:
Doubleday, 1964. 289 pp. $4.95.
THE STONE SOLDIER: PRIZE COLLEGE STORIES, The Story Magazine Contest, ed. by
Whit and Hallie Burnett. New York: Fleet, 1964. 239 pp. $4.50'
WIT AND WISDOM OF THE ITALIAN RENAISSANCE, by Charles Speroni. Berkeley: University of California Press, 1964. 317 pp., woodcuts, $6.
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ESSAYS AND CRITICISM
THE AGONY AND THE TRIUMPH: PAPERS ON THE USE AND ABUSE OF THE MYTH, by
Herbert Weisinger. East Lansing: Michigan State University Press, 1964. 283 pp.
$5·
THE CREATIVE PRESENT: NOTES ON CONTEMPORARY AMERICAN FICTION, ed. by Nona
Balakian and Charles Simmons. New York: Doubleday, 1963. 285 pp. $4.95.
DANTE, MICHELANGELO AND MILTON, by John Arthos. New York: Humanities PressHillary House, 1964. 124 pp. $4.
THE DEVELOPMENT OF ARTHURIAN ROMANCE, by Roger Sherman Loomis. Hutchinson
University Library series. New York: Hillary House, 1963. 199 pp. $3.
D. H. LAWRENCE: AN UNPROFESSIONAL STUDY, by Anais Nin. Denver: Alan Swallow,
1964. 110 pp. $3.75.
THE ExAMnmD SELF: BENJAMIN FRANKLIN, HENRY ADAMS, HENRY JAMES, by Robert
F. Sayre. Princeton: Princeton University Press, 1964. 212 pp. $4.75.
ExlsTENnALISM AND MODERN LITERATURE: AN ESSAY IN ExIsTENTIAL CRITICISM,
by Davis Dunbar McElroy. New York: Philosophical Library, 1963. 58 pp. $3.75.
THE FOUNTAIN OF YOUTH AND JUAN PONCE DE LEON, by Ethel King. Brooklyn: Thea.
Gaus'Sons, 1963. 152 pp. $2.75.
FRENCH LIBERAL THOUGHT IN THE EIGHTEENTH CENTURY: A STUDY OF POLITICAL
IDEAS FROM BAYLE TO CONDORCET, by Kingsley Martin, ed. by J. P. Mayer. New
York: Harper & Row, 1963. Paper, 316 pp. $1.85.
GoETHE, A CRITICAL INTRODUCTION, by Henry Hatfield. New York: New Directions,
1963. Paper, 23 8 pp. $1.95·
H. G. WELLS AND HIS CRITICS, by Ingvald Raknem. New York: Hillary House 1963•.
475 pp. $8.
•
JAMES GmBoNs HUNEEER, CRITIC OF THE SEVEN ARTS, by Arnold T. Schwab. Stanford: Stanford University Press, 1963. ;84 pp. $8.25.
KANnINsn: BIOGRAPIDCAL & CRITICAL STUDY, by Jasques Lassaigne, tr. by H. S. B.
Harrison, color plate engxavings by Guezelle & Renouard, Paris. Lausanne, Switzerland: Skira, dist. by World, Cleveland, 1964. 1;1 pp. $6.75. This is the forty-first
volume in the series, Taste of Our Times, illustrated with small but exquisitely reproduced tip-in color plates of paintings of modem masters. Books in the series are
of seven-inch square format bound in coarse-textured natural crash. An aura of opulence and elegance rarely encountered in modem publishing and bookbinding.
KNOWLEDGE AND ExPERIENCE IN THE PmwSOPHY OF F. H_ BRADLEY, by T. S. Eliot.
New York: Farrar, Straus, 1964. 216 pp. $4.50. Eliot's Harvard Ph.D. dissertation.
LECTURES ON MODERN NOVELISTS, ed. by Dqmtment of English, Carnegie Series in
English NO.7. Pittsburgh: Carnegie Institute of Technology, 1963. Paper, 78 pp.
$1.75. Arthur T. Braes on William Golding; Ann L. Hayes on Salinger; Granville
H. Jones on Kerouac; Robert C. Slack on Thomas Wolfe; Earle R. SwaD1c on David
Michael Jones.
.
THE LETTERS OF WYNDHAM LEWIS, ed. by W. K. Rose. New York: New Directions,
1964. 580 pp., 16 illus. $8.50'
THE LITERARy ClUTiCISM OFFRANIC NORRIS, ed. by Donald Pizer. Austin: University
of Texas Press, 1964. 247 pp. $6.00.
LITERARY WISE MEN OF GoTHAM: CRITICISM IN NEW YORE, 1815-1860, by John
Paul Pritchard. Baton Rouge: Louisiana State University Press, 1963. 200 pp. $6.
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GOD'S PURPOSES: MULTIPUCITY IN HAWTHORNE'S FICTION, by
James K. Folsom. New Haven: College & University Press, 1963. 178 pp. $4.50'
MARx TWAIN'S FABLE OF PROGRESS: POUTICAL AND ECONOMIC IDEAS IN "A CONNECTICUT YANKEE," by Henry Nash Smith. New Brunswick, N.J.: Rutgers University
Press. 116 pp. $3.50.
THE MORTAL No: DEATH AND THE MODERN IMAGINATION, by Frederick J. Hoffman.
Princeton: Princeton University Press, 196~ 507 pp. $8.50'
NOTES AND COUNTER NOTES: WRITING ON THE THEATRE, by Eugene Ionesco. New
York: Grove, 1964. 11'1. pp. $5.50'
OF BOOKS AND HUMANKIND: ESSAYS AND POEMS PRESENTED TO Bonamy Dobree, ed.
by John Butt. New York: Hillary House, 1964.232 pp. $6.
REALIsM IN OuR TIME: LITERATURE AND THE CLASS STRUGGLE, by Georg Lukacs,
World Perspectives 33, planned & ed. by Ruth Nanda Anshen. New York: Harper
& Row, 1964. 133 pp. $3.95. Theory of literature by a leading Soviet critic.
THE SoUND, SENSE, AND PERF0R¥ANCE OF LITERATURE, by Don Geiger. Chicago:
Scott, Foresman, 1964. Paper, 115 pp. $1.60. Specifically treats oral interpretation
of poetry as an order of literary criticism.
THE UTOPIAN VISION OF D. H. LAWRENCE, by Eugene Goodheart: University of Chi·
cago Press, 1963. 190 pp. $5.
WHERE HAs ALL THE SILENCE GONE? ed. by J. M. Ferguson, Jr. * Reno, Nev.: Iota
House, 1963. Paper, 61 pp. $1. A collection of student essays written by the editor's
freshman English class at University of Nevada. Ferguson, editor of Inscape, a magazine of verse published in Albuquerque,. was a graduate student at the University
of New Mexico.
.
AND

POETRY
ALcOOLS: POEMS 1898-1913, by Guillaume Apollinaire, tr. by William Meredith, intro.
. & notes by Francis Steegmuller. New York: Doubleday, 1964. 2 4 2 pp. $4.95.
AT THE END OF THE OPEN ROAD, by Louis Simpson. Middletown, Conn.: Wesleyan
University Press, 1963. Paper, 70 pp. $1-45.
BELL HARRY AND OrHER POEMS, by Christopher Hassall. New York: Harcourt, ~race
& World, 1964.43 pp. $3·50'
~.
BLUE Boy ON SKATES, by M. L. Rosenthal. New York: Oxford, 19 64. 48 PP. $3.75.
THE BURNING PERCH, by Louis MacNeice. New York: Oxford, 1963. 58 pp. $3.75.
THE COLLECTED POEMS OF WILFRED OwEN, ed. by C. Day Lewis, memoir by Edmund Blunden. New York: New Directions, 1964. 191 pp. $4.75.
THE COMPLETE POETRY OF ROBERT IiERRICX, ed. by J. Max Patrick. New York:
Doubleday Anchor Books, 1963. Paper, 587 pp. $1.95. The publisher furnishes a
boon to scholars iIi seventeenth century in these complete, handsome, inexpensive
conections-especially the complete Herrick, hitherto unavailable at any price.
THE COMPLETE POETRY OF BEN JONSON, ed. by William B. Hunter, Jr. New York:
Doubleday Anchor Books, 1963. Paper, 499 pp. $1.95.
THE COMPLETE ENCUSH POETRY OF JOHN MILTON (ExCLUDING HIS TRANSLATIONS
OF PSALMS 80-88), ed, by John T. ShawCIOSS. New York: Doubleday Anchor Books,
1963. Paper, 581 pp. $1.95.
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ETRUSCAN PRINCESS AND OTHER POEMS,- by Celeste Turner Wright. Denver: Alan
Swallow, 1964. 48 pp_ $2.
A FACE OF STONE: POEMS AND A PLAY, by Dennis Silk. Pittsfield, Mass.: Sun Press,
1964.47 pp. $1·5°'
GoD Is My FLESH, by Trevor Goodger-Hill. Montreal: privately printed, 81 Oscar
Ave., Montrea118, Quebec, Canada. 82 pp. $2.50'
GoNE TO BABYLON, by Walter Gore. London: The Mitre Press, 1963. 60 pp. $1.,0.
I COUNTED ONLy APRIL, by Simon Perchik. New Rochelle, N.Y.: The Elizabeth
Press. Paper, 23 pp. $1.
.
THE IMAGIST POEM: MODERN POETRY IN MINIATURE, ed. by William Pratt. New
York: Dutton, 1963. Paper, 128 pp. $1.25. An anthology with an extensive introductOIyessay on the movement which flourished from 1908 to 1917.
INTERPRETATIONS IN SHAKESPEARE'S SONNETS, by Hilton LandI}'. Berkeley: University
of California Press, 1963- 190 pp. $4I NEED A CENTURY, by Thomas John Carlisle. Peterborough, N.H.: Richard R. Smith,
1964. 64 pp. $3·
THE LIGHTFALL, by Armond Schwemer. New York: Hawk's Well Press, 1963. Paper,
32 pp. $1.
My BONES BEING WISER, by Vassar Miller. Middletown, Conn.: Wesleyan University
Press, 1963. Paper, 84 pp. $1.4,.
NEW POEMS, by Robert Graves. New York: Doubleday, 1963. 64 pp. $2-95.
NEW POEMS 1963: A BRITISH P. E. N. ANTHOLOGY, ed. by Lawrence Durrell. New
York: Harcourt, Brace & World, 196+ 160 pp. $3.95.
THE NEW POETIC, by C. K. Stead. Hutchinson University LibIal}' series. New York:
HillaIy House, 1964. 199 pp. $3. Essays on poets by a senior lecturer in English
at the University of Aukland, New Zealand.
NEW You: . . . . PORT OF DREAMS, by Roy Fleischer. Bridgeport, Conn.: Privately
printed, ,91 Pine St. 55 pp. Unpriced.
Now, by Robert Friend, Harold Schimmel and Dennis Silk. Jerusalem, Israel: Ah'shav,
1964. 56 pp. Unpriced.
POEMS OF DOUBT AND BELIEF: AN ANTHOLOGY OF MODERN RELIGIOUS POETRY, ed.
by Tom F. Driver and Robert Pack. New York: Macmillan, 1964. 258 pp. $,.95.
Nearly 1,0 poems by 44 great modems including Hopkins, Thomas Hardy, W. B.
Yeats, Hart Crane, Robert Frost, William Carlos Williams and T. S. Eliot.
THE QUARRY, NEW POEMS, by Richard Eberhart. New York: Oxford, 1964. 114 pp.
$4·75·
THE ROAD I TRAVEL, by Susan Joan Gordon. Ventnor, N.J.: Ventnor Publishers,
1964- 56 pp. $2·50'
'
RYOANJI, by Tim Reynolds. New York: Harcourt, Brace & World, 1964' pp. $3,95SALT GIFT, by Robert Friend. Washington, D.C.: Charioteer Press, 1964- 32 pp.
$2.95. Neat little lyrics in a limited edition by an instructor in the Hebrew University in Jerusalem whose poems and translations (from French, German, Spanish
and Hebrew) have appeared in Atlantic, Co~mental}' and Tbe New Yorker, among

,8

~~

,

.

SELECTED POEMS, by Stevie SInith. New York: New Directions, 1964. Paper, 120 pp.
$1.,0. With technical facility and mdividuality, this Englishwoman combines the
devout and the humorous in a manner reminiscent of EInily Dickinson, in words
greatly admired by Ogden Nash and Robert Lowell.
SELECTED POEMS OF VACHEL LINDSAY, ed. & intra. by Mark Harris. New York: tMacInillan, 1964. 210 pp. $,,5°. Good essay by author of Bang the Drum SlowlY; intelligent selection; handsome book.
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SELECTED POEMS, by Derek Walcott. New York: Farrar, Straus, 1964. 85 pp. $4First American edition of a Caribbean poet admired in England. Evokes the feeling
of the sea and the islands.
SEVEN PRINCETON POETS, ed. by Shennan Hawkins. Princeton: Princeton University
Library Chronicle, Special Issue XXV,1. Paper, 115 pp., bibliographies, photo portraits, $1.50' The seven are Louis Coxe, George Garrett, Theodore Holmes, Galway
Kinnell, William Meredith, W. S. Merwin and Bink Noll,· each represented with
two or more poems.
73 POEMS, bye. e. cummings. New York: Harcourt, Brace & World, 1963. 73 pp.

$4·5°'

THE SHRINKING ORCHESTRA, by William Wood. New York: Macmillan, 1963. 50 pp.

$3·95·
A SKY OF LATE SUMMER, by Henry Rago. New York: Macmillan, 1963. 55 pp. $3.95.
THE STALINGRAD ELEGIES, by James Schevill. Denver: Alan Swallow, 1964. Paper~, 53
pp. $1.65.
STAND UP, FRIEND, WITH ME, by Edward Field. New York: Grove, 1964. Paper, 77
pp. $1.45. The Lamont Poetry Selection for 1962.
SWIFTER THAN REAsON: THE POETRY AND CRITICISM OF ROBERT GRAVES, by Douglas
Day. Chapel Hill: University of North Carolina Press, 1963. 288 pp. $5.00.
TAKE WITH ME Now THAT ENORMOUS STEP, by Eric Pfeiffer. Washington, D.C.:
Charioteer Press, 1964. 36 pp. $2.95. This is a limited edition of a poet who has
published in Harpers and Atlantic. He has a close way of looking at the prosaic and
familiar, imbuing what he sees with significance, sometimes irony. "Lawnmowers
create a secular music, an entertainment I did not ask."
THE WINDOWS OF HEAVEN, by Blanche Hunter Nelson and Gerald Kavanaugh Hunter,
illus. by oil paintings of Blanche Hunter. Boston: Christopher, 1963. 73 pp. $2.95.
WORD PICTURES OF THE WEST, by Don Blachly. Silver City, N.M.: Silver City Enterprise, 1962. 6 vols., 280 pp. ea. $2.50 per vol.

The Texas Observer of Austin, Texas, has devoted its July 24 issue to
the late J. Frank Dobie, the great Southwesterner. Friends of Dobie have
written in this issue about his works and their relations with him. Angus
Cameron of Alfred A. Knopf, Lon Tinkle of the Dallas Morning News,
Ivlody Boatwright of the University of Texas, and Frank H. Wardlaw,
director of the University of Texas Press are among the contributors who
have paid moute to Dobie's life and work.
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C,ORONADO
KNiGHTOFPUEBJ.,OSANJ)PLAtNS

IN .1540. when :&e.eet forth.ftom. ··MeDcoon. thefaba1ouaexpediti<m
which mat explored·much of the ~ .American .Southwest:. Fnncieco
VUques de Corooado .all ocdl.·~.years~1d..Acourageou&JUJd.
forthriPt leader, ~ young ~ .adm1~ had bigb.bopeJ 'of'
findjngthe elusive El Dorado lI1Id~ 1Wdh to ~1f $liISpdn.
Daring the hamnring 4OOO-xniIe loull»qCotoUdo •• hismen,ki1Ied
~ maimed in .hlttJes 'With Indi•., ".l:tin1eNf ~ •. Gd'-'
failed to find thtJ fl'eattte..1he,expedition brought EuropemJ6Dtband
reporq OIl wlJat is now ArisorJa,New )lexieo,T~ud Kansat. White .
mea now. had ... the. wonaer. of Grand. Canyon. aM t&Colorado
RiTer. They W~·. multitude of Indian ~including
Hopk, Nuajott the Rio ,Grande Puebloe. in their ~tol'l1l5,and
the P1aius.triLea. Coronado .retul'Ded. to Mexico • ~and .·.exhQIted, 0Il1y to • • 1a..m hmletigating lda JeadeDhjp. ,Be·.asto
*Pend m..ta.t da,. in. dieilloRtmUleDtanddoubt.
HERBERT EUGENE ,BOLTON (187o..195S) tot ·lUs•. out'$tanding hi&-•. •.,.
torical mearehandwritiDg . . bigbt.ed hythekingsofSpdn and .
Italy .00 honored by Du.metoQI uniTcnsitiea,in 'America and' 'ann-L
Authorofa lCOleofhoob (Sp41&ili~t ~oIE~)f
be tneticttloutlyretraced Corobado'. tran. pert. of hisimJneBle>m.
aeareh fot the pretent y~ Fo.- nuut1 yeus ,he lfQ'~ .• of the
depat~ of m.toryat the um-m, of Californiaartd dh'eetot of iJ:S
~ft Library. Be .~ •• pisidcntoftheAmerican BiItorical'
AMociationand of the Uitpanie Society ofAtnerica.

.

CIotb,.w1 ~6~9in"1 Jnapt,$,.QQ
Paper~493

pages,Sli x8ino;- maps, $3.)0
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